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On Thursday, Marc h 26, a
stude ntthr ea.te neda repre sentati ~ or' Jews for Jesu s who
had been invit ed to spea k by
Baru ch's Inter -Var sity Chris tianF ellow ship, sayin g"fd like
to kill you..." The threa t took
place in an exch ange betw een
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By'E ric Loyo la
.«We're in." With those
.
word s, at appr oxim ately 1:55
a.m, ·onM ond aY,B aruc h
Colle ge's 23 St. build ingjo ined
the- grow ing list of. City
U ni versi ty's stude nt-oc cupie d
territ ories . "It was hard but
.' We got in," said coun cil mem ber Chiv on Thor nhill .
But by 7:45 a.m., stude nts
Thom hill had left the
following
. .
as
"0 prem ises to precl ude any con.3' front ation s with police, whic h
o~ had in the past left sever al
::a:J
hurt at othe r CUN Y prote sts.
Arou nd the time that
Baru ch's prote st was inten sifying at 8:30, polic e and proteste rs clash ed at New York
City Tech nical Colle ge when
stude nts tried to enter 300 Jay
St., whic h had been barri cade d
by othe r stude nts. Polic e said

three stude nts were arres ted
andt ive offic ers were injur ed.
The eleve nth-h our eanee llations ofpe ople who had volun teere d to attem pt the locko ut
cause d 'Ibom hill torec ruit students from othe r schoo ls. But
Baru ch stud ents were still
unab le to achie ve. all of their
aims . "We want ed to take the
Stud ent Cent er but we didn 't
have enou gh peop le beca use
the peopl e from Tech had to go
take their scho ol tonig ht"
Thor nhill says. . "And that' s
why some of them are in the
hosp ital... they clash ed with
the cops."
A deleg ation ofstu dent s met
with actin g Pres iden t Joyce
Brow n and Vice Pres iden t
Samu el John son at abou t 3:45
a.m. in the unlit audit orium ,
whic h serve d to conce al the
.

. said Joan ne Acos ta, an officer
of wcr .·· .
Repo rt of the incid ent
reach ed the desk ofDean Carl
Kirsc hner. "I woul d like to
proce ed With disci plina ry action, That beha vior can not be
toler ated on 'the camp us."
Kirsc hner relat es a simi lar

occur ence. "1 had an incid ent

three years agow bere aPal es'..
'. ..' . . .'
nst in Oiel 'aSi ;'~- =~
- ~:~~i!JI'~fi
I· '~.-,.
··-:t
.Owa~
toiYf
tamma
iSInf
tnatW
..
.. . -- ----..----.... , ---~-" '.over.
"Jew s for Jesus ?" the stu- peop le who favor ISrae l. An
Israe li grad uete stud ent took
dent aske d.
"Yea h, that's right ," Steve it off the walls and smas hed it.
Davi s, a mem ber of Jews for That 's not the way you expr ess
Jesus , answ ered with a Brit- yours elf."
Passo ver is an eight day Jewish accen t.
ish holid ay. It is mean t to be
"You ~ref ro1D Jewsfor Jesus ?"
the first asked again , seeki ng more than just a comm emor ation of an even t whic h hapcerti tude.
pene d thous ands ofyears ago;
. "I am," asser ted Davi s. .
'lbe youn g dark man leane d Je.ws belie ve the nigh t of the
Passo verse der shou ldbe a deep
forw. ar<la sjf~J et_th eothe rin
on a secre t, and said, "You 're a perso nal expenence~··
"I was indig nant to find out.
f--i nga- -hol e~yo ukno wtha t?"
'Tha nk yoa,· repli ed Davi s that Jews for Jesu s had
calm ly. But his soft answ er brou ght to Baru ch its bran d of
who exgarb age. " said Jona than (a Jew from Egypt)
did not turn away wrat h.
chan ged word s with Davi s in'
"Why are you f---in g using Lorin g, the camp us repre senthe incid ent..
the name 'Jew' ? You' ve got no tativ efor the Ame rican Zion ist
"A Jew want s to live his life
Yout h Foun datio n. "The sede r
right to use it.'"
as a Jew. It touch es a raw
-We 'reba ving a meet ing they were prese nting wasj ust
nerv e when peopl e try to conright now, .bat if you'd like to anoth eract ofau nouf lagef rom
ard
this group , whos e mem bers vert us," says Bern
talk afte ~dsr d..." Thei rate
aban done d ·thei r Geve rtzm an, fonne rly the adJewi sh stude nt cut offhi s offer have
visor to the Jewi sh Coun cil,
and said, "!'t! like to kill you ance stera l way of life and are
m ini str-a tors, depa rtme n't
but only recen tly By Hila ry Coul ton
has
h
whic
"
pork.
than
er
Kosh
more
no
as
left
then
after ward s," He
The Presi denti al Sear ch chair s, facul ty, admi nistr ation
with Hillel to conso lied
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'-DS,SG Vice President Says Herelle Runs Unopposed
Senior Cruise 'Will GoOn For V.P. Spot
.

-

ByJeanSeto
On May 24, there WIll definitelybe a senior
aboard
the Spirit of New York, according to the Day Session Student
Government. The DSSG is
making an all-out effort to promote and publicize this year's
event through flyers sent with
the graduation material to seniors in the mail and posters
placed in key areas' of the
school.
Tickets have been available
to seniors since February and
since April 15 all students may
purchase them. Ticket purchases are made through the
Student Center Information
Booth for $40 each.
There will be a deejay, photographer, and a few undis-

cruise

1991 Student Elections will be held:
Tuesday April 30
Wednesday - May 1
Thursday May 2

'"

closed surprises.. The eY~mng
will costan estimated $28,000,
which covers the dinner, boat

'

".

By Jacqueline Smartt
charter, refreshments, andlive
Tall and bespectacled, one's
mUSlC.
first impression of Simon
Last year's bash was can- Herelle is that he is shy. He
celled due to poor management . opens his mouth and the first
and low ticket sales which led impression is dashed-he is a
to alossofabout$8,OOO. Last very astute and opinionated..
year's graduates and alumni
The product of working class
were also invited to attendthis parents, Herelle was born on
year's bash. "The main point is the island ofTrinidad, October
that there W1l1 be a bash this 17, 1965. He- grew up in
year: says DSSG Vice Presi- Belmont, Port-of-Spain where
dent Apollo Mathew. "It'll be he' was always striving to be
great, since the last four years the best. He attended Trinity
fveattended Baruch and I've . College where he majored in
been to every one. We're call- Economics and History..While
in high schoolhe was theleader
ingit 'a night to remember."
"If you went on your own of the debate team and the
usually it would cost over $75 editor of the school's newspaper person to board the boat," per.
added Matthew.
Aftermigrating to the United
The evening is sponsored ' States he decided to attend
by the DSSG, the EveningSes- Baruch College because it
sion StudentAsSembly, and the seemed the best place in which
BaruchCollege AlumniAsso- to continue his field of study.
ciation.
He has erijoyed his experience
here enough that now he wants
to give something back to the
student body by running for
vice president of the Day Session Student Government.
He is on the United Students'
for Action ticket where and is
Iieving in Jesus. That's tradition.. That's cultural."
Father James Le Barr, who
is a consultant on cults for the
Archdioses of New York' had
this to say. "These people are
talkingoutofboth sides oftheir
mouth.: They seem to have a By Rafael Olmeda
two-faced system, when they
A total of under $4,000 in
speak to the Jewish commu- proceeds from the April 3 Pal-

Religious Speaker Threatened·

at the following locations:
Lobby 360 PAS
Lobby 17 Lexington Ave.
Lobby .lSth St. Bldg.

Continued from Front Page

Relations Council has a project
with increased Jewish awareness as its end. The Task Force
On Missionaries and Cults is
dire.cted by Dr.. Philip D.
Abramowitz and insiders say
Jews for Jesus considers him a
most fearsome foe. Like the
majority of Jews, Abramowitz
calmly affirms that Messianic

10 AM -·5PM for day students only

Present your valid Spring 1991 semester I.D.
at the polling place to vote
(One vote only per student!)

currently.running unopposed . creditation deferral-which has
for the position. The onlyother been put on the back burner,
candidate had towithdraw be- and whileJoyce Brown has placause of academic reasons. cated things, she doesn't have
Why not run for the Presiden- the power to really affect the
tial position?
things which Baruch was cited
"Delandro Wilson has been for. Ourroleasstudentsshould
an active member of Baruch be to make sure that the next
College for the last thr~e President makes the needed
years," Herelle says ofbis run- changes, but keeps Baruch as
ningmate. "He ismore experi- the marvelous institute that it
enced so I decided to be his has always been."
support person instead of his
Herelle said thathe will work
opponent.
with whomever wins the presicry have been active in the dency .to try .to increase the
DSSG and I was also on the retention ofstudents by workCUNY-wjde -Committee on ing with the administration to
Intergroup Relations. When challenge the school policy
Middle States came down to through available channels.
Baruch to get ahands-on-view
"Students should examine
of our problems I was one of the debate's.results very carethree students, Delandro Wil- fully," Herelle says.
son and Sean Mason were the
And his final words for his
others, who testifiedbefore the future constituency, "Baruch
committee which was com- College and the .City Univerprised of professors. from vari- sity of New York are at an
ous CUNY colleges."
intersection which can go in
He does not think that Baruch any direction especially with
has progressed from where the current financial woes.
they were when Middle States Please students, come forward
were here a year ago. "Baruch and get involved in your fuis at a crossroads, we have al- ture-this is where it starts."
.most finished our year of ac°

$17,000 Lost in Concert
Evening Session Student Assembly, cost' a total of $21,000
for renting the Palladium, hir-

Jews are no longer Jews. "Ba-

nity t.hey'Il say something like
Jesus yes, L:hristianity no. So

ladium concert have been collected by the Accounting Unit

sical1y, they accepted another

we have here the typical tactic

at the Student Center.
Seignious.. president of the
-_.According to Earn Mitchell,.~__ SC;eB~ said before the COIl~rt

_. religU>n..and.~the--Torah.:say.s,_.of.acll]t: maDipul.ation,de~..'there shall not be any other arideenrrol," .Gods before you'" says
"!'ve not been in the-United
Abramowitz. "What bothers States long, lam a British citi- '
me very much about Jews for zen, but as far as I knew
Jesus is the fact that it's an ad- America was supposed to be
°

Polls will be open the following hours:

.

mixture, making mockery of
ChristianityandJudaism. You
c~t be one and the other."
Mitzh Glaser director of the
New York chapter of Jews for
j~SUS1 --sayS:-"Essentially the
TaskForce on Missionaries and
Cults needs to be renamed;
they need to be called Jews
Against Jesus. Because the
issue is not being Jewish; God
is the only one who can say
whether or not we're 'Jews."
He adds, "I think the most
disasterous tradition in Judaism is 'the tradition of not be-

the bastion offreedom. Yet, if
Gentiles treatedJewish people
the way some Jews treat Messianic Jews, people would be
crying anti-semitism," says
Davis. Glaser echos the sentiment. "Theattitudeofintolerance on the part of Baruch students is unconscionable. It's
an act against our faith, an act
against thereligiou s freedoms
that people have died for in
this country and we have to
callitforwhatitis. We have to
shout foul.

ing·se.curity, and contracting
wltbperforrnel"'s.
Sean

(SCPB's share of the cost) on
one event effectively ruled out
other events taking place.
Doubts about the profitability of the event were never
mitigated. In January, the Day

~ssion S~_dent Gov~rnme~t_.__. _. __
. di~6ft~Ace6untingURit;· thatapprOximate]y~OO-ticltpulled... out.of.the.effor.tbe=use
283 tickets were accounted for ets soldatthelower price would . they did not want repeat of
as of April 12. Another ten be needed in order for the con- thelossesthatwereaccruedas
tickets had not yet been ac- cert to break even:
.a result of the cancellation of
countedfor,anditisnotknown
Seignious had expressed last year'ssenior cruise. The
whether they were nev-er sold . hope that theproceeds from
SCPB, which until then' had
or simplyhad not yet been re- "Super Jam '91" would go to a
allocated $7,000 for the event,
turned.
tuition assistance fund, which
decided to make up for the
The records indicate a loss of he had discussed with the Of- $10,000 the DSSG had pulled.
a little over $17,000 in student fice of Student Development.
But on the Friday before the
activity fees.
Associate Dean Ron Aaron was concert, the Accounting Unit
Of the 283 tickets that were one of several critics of the reported only 18 tickets had
sold, 146 went at a rate of event, stating that by estab- been sold. Fifty-five tickets
$12.50 each for Baruch stu- Iishing a ticketpriceof$12.50, were in by the day of the condents who purchased them theSCPBandESSAwouldbe cert. At the end, less than 300
before April 3. The remaining closing the doors for students people attended.
137 went for $15 each either - who could not afford it.
·As long as the people inthrough Ticketron, at the door,
Carl Aylman, director of stu- volved know the tremendous
or for students at other col- dent life, has also been openly work I put into the event, I'm
leges. The total revenue in- opposed to the event. Aylman satisfied with the outcome,"
take was $3,880.
stated that the whole purpose says Seignious."Because I
The event, which was spon- of the SCPB is to have events know I didn't cheat myself."
sored by the Student Center throughout the entire semesProgram Board and the ter, and to spend $17,000

a

Presidential Candidates Chosen
One of the candidates is
been completed, the Presiden- former New York City Schools
tial Search Committee will Chancellor Frank Macchiaiola,
meet to review the reports and a professor of business at C0choose three finalists. Accord- lumbia University. Theothers
ing ~ Richard Barsam, uni- are: Ronald E. Beller, presiversitydean ofexecutive searcq dent -of East Tennessee State
and evaluation, it is expected University in Johnson City,
that the decision on a presi- TN; Matthew Goldstein, actdent for Baruch College will be ingvicechancellorforacademic
made at a meeting ofthe board affai)'S and president of the
Research Foundation of the
. of trustees on June 24.
The candidates have been City University of New York;
selected following a nation- David S. Kidwell, dean of the
wide search that began last scbool-otbusiness at the UniOctober, prompted by the res- versity of Connecticut; and
ignation of Joel Segall two David H. Swinton, dean of the
months earlier. Since Segall's school of business at Jackson
resignation, JoyceF. Brown State University in Missishas been serving as acting sippi.
president.of ~he college.
Continued from Front Page

DAY STUDENTS VOTE FOR:
-DSSGofficers·
-DSSG Upper/Lower Council-College Association representatives,
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(No evening or grad contested elections)

LeUers/Opo·Eds : 9

Economy 8r Business : 25
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Presidential Candi<datesSquare Off in Debate
The following is a transcript of the debate between the candidates for the
presidency ofthe Day Session Student Government. The event, sponsored by The
Ticker and WBMB, took place on April 11 from 1.{)() p.m.-2:30 p.m. Portions
have been edited for length.
Moderator (Toni Colavito, Editor-In-Chief of The Ticker): This debate is sponsored by The Ticker and WBMB, the radio station of Baruch College.
Our first candidate is Neil Cohen. He's a lower junior, and he's the candidate
from the newly fonned party, Baruch's Urban Democracy.

Lavonda Davis: Hello. My name is LSvondaDavis and I'm running for president
of the DSSG because I would like to provide better services for Baruch students,
Some ofthe issues that I'd like to focus on are improving tutorial services. How?
By improving the format. Many students have difficulty with reading, with
math, with writing because they have not had the adequate teaching. To have
a one-on-one tutorial service would help benefit them because they wouldreceive
more attention. Another issue I'd like to focus on are evaluations. Notice how
the evaluations have not yetoeeri put into process this semester. And we should
have those evaluations and make sure that they make a significant difference.
Another issue is .the tuition increase and the budget cuts which is taking into
effect now. We really need to basically get the students involved and establish
a network. I have spoken with one of the presidents of Hunter College, who is
Lincoln Ng, and also I've contacted City College. We need to unite.
Also, fdlike to elaborate on what he said aboutirrternational club relationships and how we need to combine and work together. What we need to do is
establish a representative from each club. Baruch has over 98 clubs of the day
session. We could have a meeting and discuss issues that affect everyone at
Baruch College.
I'd like to focus on the issue of child care, which is a benefit for the parents in
Baruch College. Butfirst we must find out how many people actually are parents
at Baruch College. We' can have a survey on that. That's a long term process.
I'm basically here to work with the government. One of the main reasons I'm
running as an independent is because I'm not limited to the government's
obligations.. For example, I can express my ideas, share my ideas with the
government. Thank you.

N.C.: Good afternoon. My name is Neil Coh~n. The reason w.e for med our own
party basically had to do with the fact that the parties existing are racially
stereotyped. They were well-mixed" but we didn't want to fit with one group or
another, because our whole partyisethnica1ly all mixed up and that's basically
what this campus- is.
Our platform is very simple. The first point is cutting out waste in student
government. The last two years have shown how much money can be wasted. We
want to control the spending. Institute a more strict accounting of the budget,
stop spending for the sake of spending, and also have a checks and balance
system.
Part two deals with our ethni·c mix. That makes us strong, but also it creates
···--an environment that's conducive to bias. We want to start up programs that
would put everybody together, educate groups about other groups arid have
cosponsored parties that would fit into the budget.
Part three is basically a point that we instituted in talking to other students.
We found that they don't feel they're getting their money's worth. Ifyou're here
four years, you're putting in approximately $400. Responsible government isn't Moderator: Our third candidate is Anthony Mirabile. He's an upper freshman.
to bleed the people, but rather to collect all the resources for the activities and
policies that they want. The current government in the school feels that ifthere's Anthony Mirabile: Hello. My name is Anthony Mirabile, and I'm running for
a problem we'll just spend more money and that will get rid of it. We feel that
president ofthe DSSG. I've chosen to run in hopes that I could better unite the
maybe you should cut spending and review your policies and see where you're student body, I wish to establish the DSSG as an information center. I wish to
going wrong.
create a cabinet of my own made up ofvolunteers. And finally, I wish to start a
What we project to do is to forecast the budget ahead of time, get everything more effective campaign against the proposed tuition increase.
spent, and deduct them from the monies left over from the year before. Student
I run for office at my own expense, and I would appreciate your vote in the
fees would be lowered according to the needs of the budget.
upcoming election. Remember, a vote for Anthony is a vote for change.
Part four of our policy is to improve the college experience. A lot ofpeople don't
participate in any activity run by the school. They don't feel there's anything for
Moderator: And our fourth candidate is Delandro Wilson, who's a lower senior.
them. We feel that the allocation ofspace should go to club rooms and real T. Vo's,
He is currently the Executive Secretary ofthe DaySession Student Government.
not like the "movie theater" downstairs, and carpeted and comfortable so they can He is the United Students for Action party candidate.
relax and get out of the humdrum of the classes. Thank you.
Delandro Wilson: Good afternoon, some ofyou friends and some, perhaps, foes.
Moderator: The second candidate is LavondaDavis, a senior. She's been involved
In lieu ofgoing over an itemized list of what our party hopesto achieve, I'm going
with the Evening Session Student Association, the basketball team, and Baruch's
to be more general.
Gospel Chorus.
Continued on next page
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THE BERNARD M. BARUCH COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
CONGRATULATES OUR 1991 AWARD RECIPIENTS
Alumni-Service Award
The Honorable Richard A. Goldberg- '51
Judge of the ~upreme Court, State of New York

Outstanding Achievement Awards
R-obert A. Friedman '67
Limited Partner of the Goldman Sachs Group, L.P.

Firstof'all, I thinkour partyw$ntstoforgea stronger:inter&ctionbetweeri the . N.C.: Theconcept9fchild~isveryimportant.l~isnotnec~saryto-gothrough
various groups at Baruch. We feel thatthere iss lot in common, yet we are unable -surveys and questionnaires because tha~s basigdiy-tbe process ofthrowing it to
to harness those energies effectively. As is noted in our platform, the goal of the committee and letting it sit there. Our party d~ad~ssthe fact that we do see
party which I have the honor to lead is to create greater efficiency in this time of a need for it. We don't feel we have to go out and tell everybody because we just
significant cutbacks. Now, my opponents have spoken, not-disparagingly; but agree with it.
rather"willy~lly"aboutpreparingbudgetsandCreatingunityandsoonbetween

cultures. I wonder. People sometimes put themselves up for government and
they do not check to see what has happened before. Presently there's a lot- of
campuses being taken over. Some Qfthe students have been asking me,/-Wha~is
Baruch doing?" .I'll tell you what Baruch is doing. Baruch has been at the
forefront ofthe plans to take over the campuses. There'sa plan to everything that
happens, and some ofyou might be surprised toknow that Baruch might be next
oritmay not be next. Butin the lastfew months; when.we went toAlbany, Baruch
students were the people that created ~the caucus ·of student leaders from
throughout the CUNY schools. This is What we're do!ng presently. So we don1t
have to wait until somebody comes next year to do it. It's done already.
You speak ofbudgets andforecasting. Everyyear th~ DSSG prepares a budget.
Let me just say to you that I think that we're experienced. I think that in trying
to worlt with Barueh students·J got together a broad-based range of students,
persons I know I can count on for leadership and for support. For that reason
alone I personally thinkthatthe USA party is, quite frankly, the only choice for
student government elections and victory this year. Thank you.

Rafael Martinez (Op.&/.s.Editor for The Ticker) to Delandro Wilson..
R.M.: Students have complained in the pastofunuur allocations to certain clubs
at the expense ofothers. In what ways are you planning toimprove the guidelines
for the spending of funds by clubs, as you promise in the USA platform?

L.D.: Basically, I don't think it would sit there if the people who were required
to do their jo~ would do their jobs. So if we get the surveys done and given to a
committee, that's their job- to evaluate it. They should take care of it.
.

Rafael Martinez to.Neil Cohen.
R.M.: The BUD platform talks about increasing lounge space and finding a new
and bigger gym. Where do you plan to find the space for a new gym, and how can
the funds be found without a substantial increase in tuition?
N.C.: Generally, it would. have jc come from a reallocation of the funds that are
already there. We do not agree with any increasing oftuition. But the spate can
be found within Baruch. There iaB lot ofspace thatis not being used. Things can
be reshuffled and reused. As with the lounges, I feel the sPace is not being used
correctly to its best interests for the school and for the students. Take, for
instance, our movie theater T.V. Ifyou've ever entered there, you know as I do
that you can't hear the T.V. unless you sit on it, because it's a place for people to
gather and speak. Other than that, they'd have to go into a club room or upstairs
where everybody is talking over everybody else.
.
So I feel that it's not being used correctly and that it's just a matter of
reorganizing, not finding new space.
Moderator: How do you plan on convincing the administration to reallocate
money from one category to another? Because they're the ones that are really
going to do it.

D.W.: You're quite right. I've also had problems with the allocation of funds to
clubs, to be frank with you. On my firstyearofDSSG, two-and-a-halfyearsback,
I sort oftried to see ways that we could improve it. If I were to win the elections,
and the party with me, we would try to make clubs a bit more responsible for the N.C.: As the point of any student government, we're there to serve as the
funds which they have. We have situations now where clubs get funds and a middleman between the studentsand the administration. As to where monies go,
semester goes by and they spend little ofit. And then coming on to the end of the ifit's not brought up, then they will not know where we want things. There is a
academic year, there's a rash ofspending. Tome, thatisirresponsible. And I also big problem with attrition here at Baruch, and everybody's wondering about
think that the entire system that is in place right now should not be in place for where their students are going and where jobs will go. We could go to Evelyn
a business school. There is no way thatyou can tell a person in the business world Wood or any other business school to take business classes ifthat's what we were
that you have "x"amount ofmoney to spend, andifyou don't spend it, you're going . here for. The administration would have to realize that students will leave or
to be penalized. That's stupidness. You should be given rewards for spending never attend Baruch if these aren't provided for them. When they take .you on
your money efficiently, being able to eome out under budget, and perhaps have your little tour they show you everything they want you to see. But when they
money left over in the budget for the new year. And those are some of the things start asking questions and realize that everything isn't actually there for them,
they're going to start making some serious choices about where to put their
1 would like to institute if I win the election this_year.
tuition money.
Moderator: The other candidates may offer a rebuttal.
D.W.: I agree with my learned colleague, that there can be a better allocation of
N.C.: I wouldjust like to say, as Mr. Wilson was talking about looking at the past, space. There's no doubt about that. However, I really cannot agree with him on
_you just have to remember that the USA party has had control, and they've said the other points he makes, and 1 think it shows his inexperience. There is this
this in the past. They say it, and you can look in the past experience. There plan to build a new campus.Ther~f()re,.to my Pe..!~v~,it does not make·sense
wouldn't be any reason to ask the same questions. How are you going to spend to rea1locatefunds to further capital investment if you are going to get a new
campus. You may not get your campus next year, but you are going to get a new
.it,.-with less..bias..or..moreefficiently? Thankyou,
.... _._
,-- ···~cam~:-There-rote;-why -spend-m·on-eynow-on a new gym -when there's a lack.-·
·tutonaI-sei-vlces,when students are coming into the scnool andprofessoraare
Rafael Olmeda (News Editor, The Ticker) to Anthony Mirabile.
being cut back? 1 understand the rieed for social activity, but surely you cannot
R.O.: You're running alone as an independent on a platform of increasing the place social activity Shove and beyond what we're here for- education, That's
responsiveness of student government. How do you plan to improve outreach to what we are to put our trust in. Not a new gym.
the student body? .
Rafael Olmeda to Delandro Wilson.
A.M.: Like I- said before, I wish to create a cabinet. This cabinet would be made
ofvolunteers from each and every ethnic group which would like to join. One of R.O.: The USA party has promised to continue to provide leadership in confronteach, no more than that. Their names would be known to the students. They ing tuition hikes and budget cuts. However, by the time the next-president takes
would be published in The Ticker, they would be posted on the bulletin boards, office, the matter will already have been decided by the state government.
and their phone numbers, if they would choose to, and their addresses will be Whether or not an increase is passed, how do you plan to mobilize students
given. They would be the people that relate to me. It would be like a direct line against future increases ana future cuts?
from the students tome. And from me, it win goinfrontofthe council, and it will
D.W.: I agree with you. The important thing, however, is that this is an ongoing
go, maybe into The Ticker. It depends on how strong it is. And the majority will
process. Unfortunately, a lot of students tend to perceive that as soon as this
rule.
particular episode is over, that they can get back to normal life. We therefore
expect to continue our mObilization in regards to letting students be aware ofthe
D.W.: To respond toms comment, I'm surprised beCause- unfortunately, a lot
total impact that the reductions are going to have, not only on t,hemselves but on
ofyou here are on student government, and what I'm therefore going to say you
know already. I was hoping there would be more people here who perhaps would the city. There is talk of 5,000 less persons coming in to school'this year. Where
be a little bit more ignorant and therefore could be enlightened. It is difficult to are those 5,000 personsgoing to go? What is going to happen next year? Are we
put his proposition in place. The power of government lies with council. No going to have an additional increase?· That is the sort of question we have to
outside body can Come in and ·attempt to usurp that power. They can simply address and that is what we will keep doing, not only at Baruch but with all our
CUNY brothers throughout the system.
.
advise. So therefore, with due respect sir, your suggestion is not workable.
N.C.: I am running as an independent, but my concern is for the students of A.M.: My colleague here talks about uniting the students against the proposed
tuition inerease. On many ofthe messages sent out by the I;>SSG they say, -call
Baruch College. What you must understand is if whoever is the president,
whoever is the Vice presi~t, whoever is the treasurer, the student government your representatives, be active, register to vote.- How come not once have I seen
represents the students of Baruch College. We are hereto provide services for the phone number or the adc:hess on these posters on the wall? How hard would
.
Baruch students. Therefore, mylnterest should be a concern -for the stUdents. it be to write it there?
In my high school, all the students in one class was given the registration forms
The government's interest should be a concern for the students. So therefore we
to vote, in class, and they were mailed out. Couldn't something like that be done
should not come into a eontlict of interests.
over here? I think it's a lot easier when these things are made more aceessible to
the students than to wait for them to come .and get it themselves.
Shawnya Shamsideen (Reporter for WBMB) to Laoondo Davis.
.

.

8.8.: You've expressed an interest in child care needs for students. How do you . D.W.: As I said, i~s remarkable. Not to be disparaging to you, sir, but you offer
believe the DSSG can aid in the fight for improving child care services at the yourself to government. Therefore,youhavetobeawant. There was a rally here
college, and what difference can you make individually that sets you apart from at Baruch a f,w weeks ago. '!here was a tabJe to the side. People signed letters,
the other candidates?
sent them to their congressmen We have been'telling them to getbeckin contact
with us. Ifyou do not see the number for your congressman on the poster, then
L.D.: ·First ofall, as I mentioned before, we Could have a survey to find out how you come to the studentgovernment. Then you can ask your questions and entice
many parents actually attend Baruch College. DSSG can help fund child care other students. So I do not understand what you are saying. A few thousand
services, They can help promote the services they are baving, sueh as the family letters have been done alread.y.
e .

Philip Gittelman '54

President, Gittelman Film
Associates
..

fair. They can help promote it. And they can let other ~dentsofBaruch College Moderator: I think what Mr. Mirabile was saying was thatperbaps the names
know that without the parents... We are here to get 8J!l education for ourselves,
but those parents, they're here to get an education for themselves and their andphonenumbersof1ocalrepresentatives'cou1dhavebeenprintedintheDSSG
children. .
, n e w s l e t t e r , which is very accessible to the student body and would have been
As an individual, I ean·say personally that I have signed up as a volunteer to highly noticeable.
.
help the family fair.. They. have had fundraising by selling eandy, to help start.
Contbuutl on nat page
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D.W.: We put out the newsletter, and what happens? Students look at it, and
they do nothing. Our attempt this year wasto get them to do it by ,howing them
the papers, saying "sign your name here," and that is what we did.

Moder.ator: I have a question, What do you think the DSSG's role should be when
Middle States comes back in April ofl992 to reevaluate the school to see ifwehave
implemented their suggestions?

L.D.: What we fail to realize is that this is notjustaffecting Baruch College. This A.M.: Middle States is the organization that-came down to check for the
is affecting Hunter College, John Jay College, and other CUNY schools. What accreditation, am I right? Accreditation has mostly to do with the school itself.
we need to do is network with them.
. And ifthey can't control the way they make the courses, we as students can only
say so much. We can rate our teachers, we can tell the school what we don't like
Sh4wnya Shamsideen to Anthony Mirabile.
about it, but when it comes to how the school is ron, that is the school's job itself.

8.S.: The DSSG can be a complicated bureaucracy at times. Have you prepared
yourselffor the presidency ofthis organization, in terms ofyour past experiences
and leadership ability?
AM.: I must admit, being an upper freshman, I am kind of new to the
bureaucracy of Baruch. But I do have four years to spend here. And I think I
have a big investment in this school. And I'm sure in a little bit of time, I will
get used to the bureaucracy, and I will try my best to adapt myselfto do the best
job I can for this school.
8.S.: Are you familiar, however, with the issues of past? Have you acquainted
yourself with the issues?
AM.: Yes. Manyissues, like diversity, like how money should be divided, tuition
increases. I have been noticeable about tuition increases. I have been looking
into it. And I have my opinions on each of them. If you would ask a question,
I would be glad to give my opinion on it.

Moderator: And you don't think the student government can rally support to
make an effective change in the way the administration runs the school.

.

A.M.: It can, it can support things. It can make their ideas known. But to the
point ofmanagement, we do not have the access and the knowledge ofevery Iittle
thing"that goes on inside the offices.
Moderator: Don't you think we should?
A.M.: That would have to be published inside The Ticker or something like that.
We can argue back and forth but whenever you have a group of people, there are
going to be people who vote on one side and people who vote on the other and you
have to have someone who has control and that is the school'sjob. That's why we
pay them.
Continued on next page

Moderator: True, but obviously the administration hasn't been doing such a
fantastic job since our minority retention rates and hiring are atrocious. Don't
you think the students can drill into the administration's head that we should
do something about it? I mean, ifwejust leave it up to them, we could have still
been here with President (Joel) Segall. Are you familiar with President Segall?
A.M.: No, I'm not. Sorry. We cannot tell the Baruch administration who to hire.
I'm sure they have their own qualifications for who they hire. And that is their
job. It is not ours. .

N.C.: I think it's my opponent's inexperience that leads him not to notice the
power ofvoice. Some students think, "what can I dor Do you think they came
to look at our faculty and our attrition rates because everybody was being quiet
about it? If the students didn't have a say iJ\l it, their leaving the schoobvouldn't
have been noticed. These are the things..that make the student body strong.
You've got to remember, we are the school. They all depend upon us. If you
believe thatifwe leave somebody will come and take our place, you're very wrong,
because it's been shown that theyre notcoming to take our place. Because ifthey
hear that things are terrible here, there's no classes being offered, why would
they want to come here? That can form the death of a school. That's where we
have the power to say what we want.
r

D.W.: First thing I'd like to say is I agree wholeheartedly with both my
colleagues. I don't think the point can be stressed enough that when Middle
States came here, one of the things that they made note of was the tendency
toward racial discrimination in certain areas. As students, we need to keep that
pressure on becauseifwe don't the status quo is going to return. I don't know how
many people realize that as a result of Middle States, as a result of the
Commission on Intergroup Relations, which was set up by our dearly beloved
President Segall, caused the committee on academic standing to basically almost
dismember itself. We as students must keep this in our focus at all times. We
have a voice. Without us, this school is nowhere. Whichever of us wins, it's you
that makes us important.
Rafael Martinez to Anthony Mirabile

R.M.: You have expressed dissatisfaction with the currentDSSG. Whatareyour
major points of disagreement, and how do you plan to correct them?
A.M.: I've been to several ofthe meetings, and I basically saw them arguing over
how much money each clubwould get. Ninety percent ofthe meeting was talking
about that. I think they should be talking more about what is going on in the
school.
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they wanted to run, or fit into our party. They might have had views that were
too conflicting to actually run a ticket where we wouldbe able to work together.
But we did try.

D.W.: You know, the more I hear about my learned colleague here from the BUD
party, the more I realize that he thinks this is a club. He says in the first instane:e
that he wants the DSSG to have'a diversity of views. And yet he stands before
you in practically the next breath of his speech, and suggests to you that he
couldn't find a women because they may have had a conflicting view. Leome frem
a country where it was stated at one point that there were seven women to every
man, so I therefore understand the tenacity ofwomen, the intelligence ofwomen,
and I try my utmost to get a diverse group on my team-men and women.
Baruch's population is more women than men. You cannot therefore say to me
that you have looked throughout the school, and he has said that he is representative of'Baruch's school and yet how does he select his candidates? By friends
and acquaintances. You cannot suggest tome that ifyou really want to represent
Baruch students, that you are only going to seek through your friends and
acquaintances, and then look me in the face and be honest about it, and tell me
that in a school which has more women than men you could only find 15 men to
run in the party. What are you telling me - is this the person you are going to
put to run your school.
L.D.: We are represented by one woman and I just want you to know that one
woman can make a difference, and I am one who can and will make a difference.
Questions from the Audience
My name is Apollo Matthew and I am currently the Vice President of the DSSG~
and my question is, What will you do if a tuition crisis happens again, what
exactly will you do, I am going to address this to everyone ofyou?
N.C.: I give credit to my colleague in talking about the letter writing campaign,
I personally signed it I thought it was a great idea. When I heard people
screaming and yelling out front and basically someone threw eggs, and all it was
doing was creating the chance ofa riot. That isn't how you get things done in this
world, this is a business school not everybody is a business major, but they do
know that things have to be taken on a business level. Writing letters, going to
talk peacefully, those are things that get something done.
Davis reiterated that the DSSG needs to establish ties and network with other
colleges.

A.M.: I agree with him, riots are not the solution. Peaceful demonstrations,
voting and political pressure are the way to go.

D.W.: I must admit very honestly that I'm very impressed with my colleague
because he's an upper freshman and ~herefore he's young. When I was his age
D.W.: Fundamentally, I am open to suggestions because we will continue what
I don't think I would have had the courage to come before you and really expose
we have been so far, but I think that we have reached the point where innovative
my inexperience and ignorance to such a crowd. I say ignorance because, the
ideas are necessary and I will certainly not suggest to you that I have the genesis
young man is obviously very intelligent, but he's not aware ofcertain little things of those ideas at the moment. I would like to think that we could do something
and therefore he's making misstatements. Student government is a bureaudifferent to keep the pressure on with the legislatures and one of those things as
cracy. You have a clash of personalities and discussions which makes things
a graduating senior, I hope you register to vote soon.
rignt. Mostorfflem~tfngsarenotspent-glVirfgnnancestoctubs:.""fi~ffinsnring~~
,- - ,--. - - --- .•_is done before the semester begins. Generally speaking, ifthere's discussion, it"s
This question is directed to Miss Davis. It is Miss Davis, right? Myname is
for some appeals or something-ofthatnature. So although you've come to several
Chivon Thornhill and IamcurrentlyamemberoftheDSSG. Ijust want to clarify
meetings, you may have gone to a meeting of some other organization, but not
one thing before I ask you the question just to.make sure, you are an i,.ndependent
student government.
candidate, you have no council members running with you?
L.D.: I commend him for having fonned a party. However, what we fail to realize
that all of us here that are running are here to provide the interests for the
students. I am experienced. I have been on the evening session government. I
am presently treasurer of Baruch's gospel chorus and I'm co-captain of the
basketball team. As an independent candidate, I can bring new ideas before the
government. I am aware that the president is not allowed to vote. However, if
the government is the student body, they're representing the interests of the
students ofBaruch College as well as myself, or whoever shall become president.
N.C.: One thing that you want in government is some sort of conflict, because if
there's none then there's no check in government. One ofthe things we're looking
for is a check in government, so anything we put into effect would be only be on
a temporary basis and come to a vote at the end ofthe year. But when everybody
fits the party plan or the party ticket, you're going to have problems. What we
tried to establish in our party is to take people from every group, people who had
different views, people who wanted to go independent. We figured if we put
everybody into one party ticket with different views, then you have an equal
representation of the student body. That's what you really want in a student
government, to represent the students, not one group or another.
Davis detailed her plan to get professors on probation if they're consistently
scoring low on faculty evaluations.
Shawnya Shamsideen to Neil Cohen

s.s.:

There are currently 15 names on the BUD party ticket, and all of them
happen to be male. Can you explain why there are no women on the ticket?

L.D.: Exactly.
CT: I would like to know why you don't have any council members running with
you. Why haven't you taken the time to recruit council members or ifyou think
that you do not need the support ofcouncil in order to ron this school?
L.D.: First I would like to say, I commend you for having a party, but the reason
why I am running as an independent, the reason why I don't have any council
members is because as an independent my obligations are not limited to the
government. I am here to work with the government, to share ideas as well as my
experience because we both work for the interests of the students.
This question is directed to Anthony Mirabile. I am Jennifer Robinson, I am
currently a member of the D8SG. You said that you have walked in on our
meetings and that you have disagreed with whatyou have seen. Have you had any
contact with the DSSG, have you looked at their constitution, have you found out
how it runs, what happens in it?
A.M.: To be honest with you I have not. Like I said I am new here, and I would
like to know the constitution. I came into the DSSG room and asked for
information many times and twice I didn't get much. It took me a while just to
get the forms to run.
CT: This question is also directed to Miss Davis. I basically want a yes or no
answer-are you aware that the president of the student government cannot set
policy at all by himself?
L.D.: I am very much aware of that.

N.C.: I felt that was a problem also, and unfortunately it worked out that way.
CT: Do you realize that ifyou do not have council members, or you do not deal with
We did not pick it as putting only males, just as you wouldn't pick only females.
your council members, so that you can get the policies you want to see instituted
It could be a bad thing for the party, but it worked out that way. We looked more
passed, you will see all your efforts come to futility?
for the student as a person) more than what sex they were, what race they were.
We wanted a representative and whoever decided they had something to say and
they fit with what we wanted in a party, they were allowed to ron. The way it ' L.D.: r am very much aware of that. I don't know how many times I have put
emphasison that. Are you aware that the studentgovernmentrepresentsBaruch
worked out was just a numbers game.
students. So if I am here to represent Baruch students, as well as the student
government we should not come to a conflict of interest ifit's there to benefit the
S.S.: Well, I'm sort of concerned. Was there any sort of outreach to find any
students of Baruch ColIege,
female or women candidates?
Special t1uJnJul to Margolo Krumholz, new. director for WBMB~ for her aaiBtonee
N.C.: What we tried to do was network through friends, acquaintances, I talked in organizing this event~ and to JacqueliIWSmarlt (or trruuJcribinB portiou oftM
t4pe.
to who I know, and even people when we were just talking. And there were
women who were talked to about it. We just didn't find anybOdy who either felt

Photos of candidates on Page 28
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A Poor Way To Lead A Takeover
The Baruch Day Session Student Government has once
again tried unsuccesfully to sustain a tuition hike protest
at the college. The protest which was supposed to take
place on April 15 failed miserably along with the members
of DSSG. Aside from their paraniod schizophrenic delusions last week that the D.SSG office is bugged, government lost all control over the students at Monday's protest. Students took over the 23 St. building at the Lexington Ave. entrance, not letting other students in or out.
Then they proceeded to enter the building and blockade
the stairway. Students were stuck in the stairwell unable
to exit or enter. Protesters then started banging on the
walls with school bags and the fire alarm was set off. (Not
to mention the water balloons they dropped and the chair
thrown at a window. What kind ofgrammar school bullshit
is this?) When confronted with the protesters' behavior
while it was going on, members ofthe DSSG idly stood by
and responded, "We had nothing to do with it, we're not
responsible." We agree. They're not being very responsible.
In the future, the DSSG should exercise control over

protesters' juvenile antics by not walking out in the
middle of the protest, or standing at a distance, watching
catatonically.
.
But the DSSG is not alone in this fiasco. Their role
models, our beloved administration, acted with ulterior
motives that effectivelycomplemented the DSSG's ineptitude. There was no pressure on the administration to
make promises to the DSSG or even to imply through
silence that a deal was being made. They made it sound
as though the police would not be called. But the students
should have known that the our acting president, who will
be leaving Baruch for bigger and better things, needs to
keep Baruch students
under control in order to maintain
I
,
any semblance of order. Not that they were wrong to call
the police. J1;!st be up front with the students.
It's like watching two lepers arm wrestle. With the
DSSO whining about the administration and the administration back-stabbing the students, it's next to impossible to remember why all of this is going on. We wonder
if the state legislature even blinked.
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Palladium Concert Doesn't Add Up
What cost students $17,000, featured unknown entertainers, entertained no one, and was the biggest flop not
perpetrated by the Day Session Student Government?
Give up? It was Super Dis '91, compliments ofthe Student
Center Program Board and Sean Seignious.
Super Jam '91, the Palladium concert sponsored by the
SCPB and the Evening Session Student Assembly, was a
colossal waste of student funds. The SCPB should have
taken it as a serious cue when the DSSG, the same people
that threw $8,000 in studentfunds into the East River last
year, thought the Palladium concert would not be a wise
investmen t.
The SCPB and ESSA must have a great deal of audacity
to deny students the spring semester events they paid
$50.00 for, and then charge the same students $12.50 just
to attend a concert they paid for in the first place. This
takes unfairness to even murkier depths.
In terms of the amount of work that was done, we

Established In 1932

understand why Seignious says he was satisfied with the
outcome ofthe event. But when we look at how he refused
to see the multitude ofwarning signs that came from every
direction, and at the SCPB members' unwillingness to put
a stop to this, we wonder whether anyone involved saw
this coming. Determination is one thing, but mismanagement is another. And when you take a budget that was
intended to have events for all students throughout the
semester and throw it all into one event that by its very
nature excludes students who don't like that particular
style of .~usic or could not afford the evening, that's
mismanagement.
We r-ecommend-that each member of the SCPB
and the
•
ESSA rush at their earliest convenience to the Baruch
College Bookstore and pick up a copy of any book that
covers how to avoid groupthink. Maybe then someone will
stop and be responsible about where student activity
. .
money IS gomg,
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A Note to the Readers

be printed.
by a Baruch College student.
By Toni Colavito
At the Baltimore Sun, where
Similar policies are exercised
To the Editor:
The Ticker editorial board
Garland Thompson (a former
by major newspapers. AcI am writing about Rafael Olmeda, who thinks he knows now
implemented a new opinion
to write a review. Olmeda was once a good friend ofthe cast and
editorial policy the beginning cording to David Shipley, an visiting professor at Baruch) is
an editorial writer and columeditor at The New York Times,
crew of The Fantasticks, could someone from the crew write a
of this year.. The policy, which
is printed on the first page of editors read all op-eds sub- nist, publication ofop-eds is at
"brutally, honest, objective" critique of his review on the March
mitted and then, "we discuss the discretion of the editors.
the Op-Eds section, states,
27th issue of The Ticker. You bet he can.
"...The Ticker accepts only 'them and the ones that get the Thompson, who is also the
First of all Olmeda was given a free ticket because he was
most favorable comments are former executive editor of the
typewritten and signed opinreviewing the show. Olmeda asked if I could get him another
Philadelphia Tribune, one of
published."
ion pieces of not more than
ticket because he wanted to bring"a friend." I gave him one ofmy
At New York Newsda.y, edi- the leading national black
750 words from Baruch Colcomps because I knew he was to cheap to spend the outrageous
lege students. Publication of torial writer Jim Sleeper publications, explained reticket price of $4 for his date.
states, "Publication of op-eds cently why a former managing
Op-Eds is contingent upon an
IfOlmeda had paid more attention to the show, rather than his
is totally at the discretion of editor and news editor of the
editorial board vote..."
date, he would have known that the most familiar song from the
the editors." He continues, _ Tribune are currently banned
This policy was adopted to
show was titled "Try to Remember", not "Do you remember that
"Nobody on God's green earth from submittingarticles to that
insure quality writing in the
time in September." I do not know how Olmeda could have made
has the constitutional right to paper. Thompson discovered
Op-Eds section. On the
that mistake if he was paying attention to the show. The line
have an article published just that the managing editor who
Thursday preceding publica"Try to Remember" was song [sic] eight times and the line "Do
because he or she is a stu- had been fired from the Tribune
tion, every op-ed submitted is
you remember that time in September" was never song [sic] at
was submitting articles under
dent."
read out loud and the editoall.
a pseudonym to the news edirial board of nine members
Olmeda's review had the depth of a first grade book report. The
tor. The news editor was fully
Op-Ed criteria are:
votes on which pieces will or
review went - First this, then, that happened, followed by then,
aware of the identity of the
will not be printed. All editors
that, this happened and then the summary- The reason 1 did pot
1.
clear,
concise
writer, but did not disclose his
voting not to publish a piece
like the show was because....
identity to the Tribune. Both
writing
must give a valid reason.
Rafael Olmeda criticized the level of energy of the cast which
Disagreement with the point 2. a well-organized and were caught, the r.ews editor
fascinated the rest of the audience,(even the one's who paid for
was fired, and the 1 ribune will
ofview expressed by the author
their ticket$) during its one week performance at Baruch. Rafael
thought-out argument never publish an article from
is not a valid reason.-All opOlmeda criticized the plays creators, Tom J9nes and Harvey
eds must meet certain en teria,
Schmidt, because ofthe shows alletged predictability, which bas
3. a word limit of750 either ofthem again because of
their blatant fraud.
thrilled theater goers allover the world for the past thirty years. - which are:
4.
no
libelous
stateThe Ticker Op-Eds section is
1. clear, concise writing
whether they have seen The Fantasticks for the first time, tentn
a
forum
for students to debate.
2. a well-organized and
tine or hundreth time. And I criticize The Ticker for thinking
ments or intentionally
Every opinion is valid. Howthought-out argument
that Rafael Olmeda was mature enough to write a review.
false
information.
ever, the way in which an
3. a word limit of 750
opinion is expressed is subject
Jay Pressman
4. no libelous statements or
to scrutiny. The Ticker welintentionally false infonnaThe recorded message at The
comes all students to express
tion.
Washington Post says, "If we
their diverse opinions on a
In addition, an op-ed may
choose to run the op-ed, we
varietyofthemes. Neither The
be rejected by the board if, a)
will let you know. If not, we
Ticker nor any other newspathe piece is written by an
will return your op-ed as soon
per win guarantee publication
as possible.'" This clearly sugeditor and discusses editorial
To The Editor:
but the The Ticker editorial
gests that an editorial decipolicy-{since editorial policies
The opinions stated by Jay Pressman in a response to Rafael
_.ar~;t.inJ;~rna1 matters J!.Q!i _are_ ~ion.. is J!l~de as ~ ~1'!.~th~r_~ board can guarantee fair conOtfueaa~s -review-of our show, The Fantastiek~ ar-e-"!lot -the
.- SiiJera"tl'-on-under tlte expIessed
only -discussed at editorial
op-ed is printedopinion of all of the people in the StudioTheater.
guidelines.
...
meetings), b) there is a lack of
However, at the Amsterdam
So, on behalfofeveryone else involved with the show, we would
Toni Colavito is the editor-inNews there is no democratic
space in the section, c) the
like to make our collective opinion known. We respect Rafael and
chiefof The Ticker. This opprocess in choosing which opwri terhas violated good faith
appreciate hisjournalistic talents. We feel that our friendships
ed
is under 750 words and its
eds will run. The Editor-inby either defrauding The
and his reporting are separate from one another.
Chief, W. Tatum, is the only publication was contingent
Ticker or- attempting to do so,
Thank you, Rafael, for writing such a nice review for us. We
upon an editorial board vote.
person who decides what will
or d) the piece is not wri tten
appreciate constructive critiques, and can assure you that we
were not offended. We also want you to know that you are always
welcome at the theater with open arms, and that you are a dear
friend.
Francine Korotzer
the vast majority of the citi- two percent could bring in one
cast and Crew of ByThe
March 27 editorial in
zensth~ypurporttorepresent. billion dollars in state revThe Fantasticks.
The Tickerattacks the actions
Cuomoisn'tlying when he says enues. The state could make
of eight students who were
that the state has no money. other helpful tax changes but,
arrestedfor breaking Cuomo's
However, over the past five in reality, they will not be sufglass door. The editorial is, in
ficient to close the budget gap.
my opinion, seriously of the
The only way to resolve the
To the Editor:
mark. _
huge problems facing the
I am a freshman at Baruch College. I can describemy feelings
First, Cuomo should have
people of these United States
towards the tuition hike in one word, OUTRAGED. I am
met with the students. He
(education, housing, health
appalled with the attitude of the politicians .in this country
was elected by them to serve
care, drugs, crime, unemploytowards Higher education. Governor Cuomo IS threatemng a
them, but his proposed inment, etc. ) would require a
~ven hundred dollar tuition hike on the CUNY system. A
restoration ofthe cuts made in
creases (which, between tusystem in which he received a free education. The students of
ition increases and cuts-in fifederal funding to the states
CUNY should not be force to give into such nonsense. We have
nancial aid, amount to an inand cities over the past ten
too much on our minds as a generation to be burdened with such
crease of$1200for CUNY and
years(welcometotheworldof
a lack of attention for eduction.
SUNY this year)
•
trickle down economics) and a
$1300 for
l~
t
I've spoken to a couple of my fellow Baruchians and these are
are robbing many of them of
total rethi n king 0 f our ecotheir responses; "The poor student who are going to school using
their futures. He was morally
nomic priorities. Last year, of
grants are being put between a rock and a hard place. The
obligated to face them and
the 81 billion dollars in federal
students who are working part time will have to quit school and
listen to what they had to say.
taxes paid by New Yorkers, 40
find a full timejOb. The losers are the students and society," said
In refusing to do so he was, in
billion went to the military.
Zelphia, Nelson and Massino.
effect, telling them to drop
The cost of maintaining U.S.
• I think it's herendous. Instead of spending four to five years
occupyingforcesinthePersian
in college, now we will be spending six to seven·y~rs. We ~
d~dly,in focusing on t h e ·
• t "
Gulfis over 50 milliondollarsa
suppose to be the future business leaders of America; but ~th
angry and frustrated behavday-theN.Y.C.schoolsystem's
this tuition increase we'll end up being the follower ofour foreign
ior of a few students The .
mid-year budget eut 0088 or
competitors," stated Miriam Fanor.
Ticker distracts its readers
years the maximum state tax teachers, inferior education to
These sentiments are echoed throughout the CUNY system.
from the real problem: that
rates on the wealthy have been students) w111 be 50 million
The morale here is very low. Many students are thinking about
our elected officials in both
cut almost in half. Raisingthe dollars. The three mi11ionspent
dropping out of school. I fail to see how th~ system will bene~t
Albany and Washington are
tax rates on tliemcomes of the I to reac""tivate-t50 resenistsfrom an increase if it means that there will be no students In
unwilling to meet the needs of top five percent by only one or
Continued on Page 11
an.
Don't give into the political pressure that is being thrust ~pon The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the indiYidual~rs, and d.O not ~~Y represent
you. Vote"NO" for ~he tuition increase but eyES" for Higher the opinions of The TJCker editorial staff. The TICker accepts onty typewrittenandsgned opnon ~orno..t
more than 150 words from Baruch College students. Publication otOp-Eds is conIngerlt upon an Editorial bOard
Education!
vote. Letters must be no more than 300 words and signed. Names will be vmhheId upon request. Address all
Marie J. Vielot
pieces to the Op-Ed Editor.

Deserves an Apology!

W"here Are Your Priorities?

Outraged!

"Whi Ie I'm not
t · th t
sugges Ing a
it was a
wonderfiuI i dea

to toss a typewnter hroug h
Cuomo's door.,

the action wasn't
· 1Y
en tire
lnapprOprla e.
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The Revolutionary Generation

All Hail the Queen
',.

By NewtoD,Brunache
Materialism is a concept
practiced by all who have or
wish to attain prosperity in
this world. But this world is
artificially created; molded
from natural matter and energyinto an artificial civilization that is totally against
nature and the forces of the
universe, This can be realized
by observing the state of our
planet's geological environment. In order to keep this
world intact, its upholders
deem it necessary to purge it of
all entities, whether abstract
or concrete, that are inclined
to the realities of God and nature. Itisin this light that one
is able to understand the fall of

-

womenin today's society and
the resulting consequence ofa
destructive and material civilization.
What is being implied here is '
that if we are to relive our
glorious pastandlink ourselves
with ourCreator, thefirst thing
we have to do as an oppressed
people is toliberate our women
from the chains ofmale chauvinism. Our success in prehistory as a powerful and divine people was due to our essence as spiritual beings
manifestingourcreativityinto
the physical plane oflife. Even
in the later historical times
our civilizations in the tropical
belt of the globe, from MesoAmerica to South-East ASia

and the Pacific islands, understood that the Supreme Being
manifested Its very nature in
the universe as matter and
energy, Its female and male
aspects respectively. Energy
must penetrate matter to produce life, just as the Sun's light
must penetrate the Earth's
crust to prod~~e humans, animals, and plants. Men and
women are the. physical .representations of Ood's intelligence and creative power as
they were both created, according to the Holy Scriptures,
in Its image. Thus during the
process of procreation it is the
man's energy (sperm) that
must penetrate the woman's
matter (ovum) in order to ere-

ate a living replica of the universal laws and qualities{~
child). It is often stated-in out
most sacred writings that humans were created to rule the
world with God's righteous
kingdom. King, therefore, seek
to liberate your Queen from
the hands of the oppressor;
exaltHer Majesty andyou shall
both be rewarded with a glorious reign onyour native planet.
It is fairly obvious that you
so-called "minority" college
students do not always 'see the
-connection between your
people's oppressed condition
and the oppression of women
in this society. Not only are
'they both institutionalized by
the same source, but they are
also perpetuated for the same
reason; that is, to maintain a
male Caucasian superiority in
the world. This corrupt civilization will always be threat-

ened by our spiritual eon. sciousnessand by women's
qualities of loveand care that
stem from their nature as
mothers and educators of the
future generation.
As the result of male chauvinism, our women are being
stripped of their integrity.
Because their self-esteem is
being crushed by Western

, "!t is fairly
obvious that you
so called
.,
'minority'
college students
do not always
see the
connection
between your
people's
oppressed
condition and
the oppression of
women in this
society. "
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The Gulf War's Winners and Losers

World Police Team, tile Palestinians find themselves. om:.
ciaDyatodds with factionS that ,
neverreally wanted to aid them
, in thefintplace;4-) The Nation
of Jordan,·who like the PaleStinians found tQemselves absent from the World Police
Team Pep-rally; 5). U.8. Hoi .
Polloi, who will be enraged over
- our domestic plight onee the
patriotism drug wears otr.6)
The U.S.·Troops, who had to
complain quite loudly just to
get combat pay, will suffer
varying degrees of difficulty
due to death, absenceandfi-.
nancial hardship. Reliefbil1s '
are in Congress, let's hope they
pass. Just what was the troops
reward in this economic exercise anyway?; and?) Free
Speech and Critical Analysis
which are anathema to the
"Newspeak,
and
"Doublethink- that pro-war
rhetoric and flag waving represent.
Humankind unfortunately is
an ultimate loser .since onehundred thousand lost lives
. and unfathomable destruction
resulted from ubiquitous,
unquenchable thirst for power
and material wealth.

ByDenk Zbmnerm8n
. trator of the national hubris,
'nle Los Angeles Lakers and will coast through a 1992 presithe San Francisco Forty- dential farce - an amazing acNiners shouldbe envious; after complishment since domestiall they both just received an cally we're in serious decay on
impressive lesson in how to eeonomie, environmental, sothreepeatbythe UnitedStates cialandracial fronts; 2) Defense
World Police Team. The Contractors - remember the
stunning U.S-, tour-de-foree
onslaught exhibIted over that
dreadedHerculean troika Iraq;
•
•
Panama; and Grenada- was
In
ee~nlyan honorable and
moral reason to swell our
breasts with American pride.
Other major world powers like
Fiji must be shaking in their
boots as the World PoliceTeam
pursue a fourth world cup.
In
This thirdconsecutive victory
was sweet medicine ( an effective placebo) fora U.S. team
wracked with self-doubt after
a period ofcritical analysis and
peace dividend? Well, well
creative thinking. Fully cured,
with an increase in manufacwe're back in our traditional
tured patriotism comes a
somnambulists lockstep under
natural increase in Patriot
01' Georgie.
(missile)manufacturlng;3)we
Here now the winners from
our latest conquest: 1) 01' . invested approximately ten
Georgie, the masterful orches- million on the war and will

"Well, with an
Increase
manufactured
patriotism comes
.a natural.
zncrease
Patriot (missile)
manufacturing..."
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"Just what was
the troops
rewards in· this
•

economic
•
exercise
anyway?"

•

"we have no dispute with the
Iraqi people.-~twouldhave
happened if the 'World Police
Team didn't -like- them?; 3)
The Palestiniansalwaysacross
the line ofscrimmage from the

Lets Get it Together
march 14, a complete and utterdisgrace.· Maybe ,fifty stu.dents witha bullhorn. Nocops,
no cameras, no EyewitnesS.
News. Classes full ofcontented
students. Yes, it was raining

When you go home after classes

.

Seminar leaders play a vital role in helping students
adjust to Baruch College. In addition to offering advice and
encouragement, leaders discuss topics related to academic
and nonacademic responsibilities and opportunities; ~
plore the factors involved in planning a course of study and
selecting a career. During the twelve weekly freshman
seminar sessions, freshmen have the opportunity to talk
with and obtain support and advice from student and
faculty leaders.

Sophomore_

the U.s. threepeat, were abandoned by 01' Georgie ~ he
empathetically goaded them
into challenging Saddam; 2)
The remaining Iraqi populace,
who like their Kurdish brethren were bombed by folk who
- repeatedly assured them that

Conservatively Speaking

values, they seldom see themselves as being more than
men's servants or sex objects.
As a consequence, they do not
see much hope for becoming
greater than these stereotypes.
---t

J

'receive' approximately ,fifty
million In contraCts to rebuild
Kuwait. Pretty good R.O.I.
(return on investment)? Wonder if minority and women
contractors wI11 share in this
bonanza;' 4) Whine.Houston,
Lee Greenwood and the rest of
strategic marketing community who thoroughly understand the benefits of a peprally; 5) Gulf-War Coalition
Members, who, when faced
with the negative consequences_ of not attending the .
war theater agreed to a quidpro-quo; 6) Israel - although
not an official-c:oalitionmembel', the nation garnered support and praise fol' its U.S.
mandated restraint, even inthe midst of Scud attacks; and
7) Social Scientists, still assessing the universal effec~of
wars as far back as the early
1900's, will have plentyofwork just researching the topic of
confonnity.
Here's how the losers stack
up: 1) The Kurds, who after
enduring

Seniol"_

.
II Sen d to: Carl Aylman,
Room 1747, 360 Park Avenue South or by mail
ILto Baruch College Box 304
.
I
~

tonight, make -it y.our .duty to
observe your female counterparts in the ghettos advertising their bodies in the streets
to the highest bidder (i.e.: any
stranger with the fattest walletorbiggeststreetreputation),
and acting like bitches so they
would meet the expectations of
- their male partners. - Our
brothers, in turn, have been
indoctrinated into loving and
imitating the ways of their
oppressors. You cannot blame
your women for their degrading behavior. It would not be
so if you would remain among
your people after you have
completed your academic careers and nourish your women
with knowledge and values. In
doing so you provide them with .
means ofcounterattacking the
sexist claws of the West. It
must never be forgotten that
the woman is the man's future ,
as she produces and develops
his seed (thus, his physical
continuity) in her womb.
This generation is one of
global change, the final hope
for humanity to return to its
divine spiritual roots and once
again livein a civilization based
on.freedom" justice, and
equality. On this - note , the
King ofthe world proudly says:
"All hail the Queen, and may
Almighty God deliver youfrom
your enemies and crown you
Empress of Earth.",

Priorities
ontinued from Page 9

t

"The present
state of
inaction
on the part
Of the
students is
embarrassing. "
What's wrong with you
people? I am studenthere,just
like you. I walk the same halls,
use the
campusfacilities,
and attend the same classesas
yoU, jett get the distinet.feeliug that most of you just don't
care. Now, if I get that impressiOD, and I'm right here
amonpt:-~ very same students whom actually affected

same

Help!

would feed and shelter 100, .it's priorities clear:' many bil000 homeless children for 2 lions have been spent killing
nights. The three billion spent about 200, 000 Iraqi people in
to reactivate 150,000 reserv- order to bring Cfreedom- to
and snowing. Yes, it was cold. ists would quadruple the fed- Kuwait by restoring the monBut the rest ofyour life will be eral AIDS budget. During the arch. Meanwhile, our fellow
wet and cold if you are forced' war the U.S. launched 284 citizens live in boxes on the
out of the sehool.
Tomahawk missiles at .a cost . streets and die of diseases reIf we are going to fight this, of 135 million dollars per mis- lated to their poverty ( chugs,
we must do it right. We need sile - but the total of all federal violence, ignorance) .
awesome displays of outra-, funds allocated for AIDS reWhile I 'In not suggesting·
geousness to call attention to search overa Periodoften years that it was a wonderful idea to
our cause. It's time to bring is one billion dollars. The toss a typewriter through
out the heavy artillery. We $47,000 spent t.() launch each. Cdomo'sdoor,theaction wasn't
need to close off campus . Hellfiremissilewouldbwldone entirely inappropriate • It's
buildings so that no one may unit of permanent, affordable .time people got really angry.
enter.. We need building housing. The $364 million to Maybe we are soused to being
takeovers and sitins. We,need buy the 4.8 million cheJDica1 treated violently (yes, robbing
organized ~ boycotts of protecti~suits~uldFOvide someone of their future is an
classes. We need toperalyze health education and medical . act of violenCe) that we have
the phones and fax machines . .serVices for 4 million women a .. beeome eonditioned not to re-.
of the decision-makers with a year.through Planned Parent-· spond with theinctignationand
~onstant deluge of incoming hood. The $64 ml1liOll needed 'rage that the" situation decalls.
torep1acetwoF-18fighterjets manda. I believe thatthe~
_ We need to c:reatemassive would feed 22 milHon ofthe 27 moral fiuluresare Dinkinsand
. disturbances to upset the nor- million people tbatthe U.N. Cuomo, who are making eats
malcourseoftheeity'sday-to- says will probably die ofbun- without organizing th~ popuday functions,; How about this Pr in Africa thiS year.
lace to demand tbeirfair share
for -a start? -Thousands o f ' l b e figures and arguments from Washington, and the
baruch students, at a publicly aresometiDleSc:ompl-,buttbe Bush edministnltion,whiCh
unannounced pre-set time, ultimateconclWlionia not - we appears to prefer spending
walkout into the intersection caimot have both guns and money on death rather than
of 23rd street and Lexington butter. Washington has made life.

r:
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With an Open Mind

What's Up With the Men in;iBlue?
By Vmcent Brian Gillis
With the recent outbreaks of
police brutality, whichresulted
in a couple of deaths, many
people have changed their
views regarding the police. I
decided to interview four differentindividuals, withvarious
backgrounds, to see what the
public's new found, perception
was...linternewed three men
(2 black and 1 white) and one
woman (white). I asked all the
individuals four questions:
1) what do you think of the
recent outbreak in police brutality?
2) What is your opinion ofthe
New York police force?
3) Should Los Angeles Police
commissioner Darrell Gates
resign?
4) What do you think the
coming months will bring?
The following are their responses.
Frank Randall is a 41 year
old white male who lives in
Staten Island. Here are his
responses: 1) "I am a little
disgusted with their recent
outbursts. They are using
unnecessary force and to be
quite honest, it is kind of sad.
The uniform does not give them
free reign to abuse the public.
On the contrary, they are here
to serve us and our needs and
that goes for all instances, not.
just white or black. But it does
look like the minorities are selected more often as the Tecipi-

\

ents of the abuse." 2joverall,
.there are a lot ofgood cops that
are out here .trying to do a
tougher job today, with less
manpOwer, than their predecessors. The few bad cops
should be kicked off the
force. "3) "Police commissioner
Gates should riot resign. I do
not think he should be held
personally accountable for.the.-.
h
") ~
actions of t e cops. 4: ~ ne
1·
ffi
h
d
ponce 0 cers ave to re uce

"With the recent
outbreaks of
policebrutality,
which resulted
in a couple of
deaths, many
people have
changed their
views regarding
the police. "
or .eliminate entirely their
abusive ways, otherwise the
public mightfight back.Either
way, it seems, it is a no win
si tuation."
Debra Gregg is a 30 year old
white female who lives in

THIS SUMMER
IMMERSE YOURSELF
IN A FOREIGN
LANGUAGE AT HOME OR
ABROAD
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demoted and all of the cops
should be suspended and then
reviewed for charges." 4)MThis
was not the first time and it
will not be the last. I hope the
proper people are penalized so
cops will be discouraged from
doinganythingother than their
jobs."
John Doe, a black police officer, is 27 years old and lives in
the Bronx. Here are his re-'
sponses: 1) " In trying to separate myself from the job, I feel
the cops should go tojail. They
showed no remorse (in the L.
.A. incident) and that proves
thishashappenedbefore. Once
you have a prep in control that
is it! .There should have been
no further abuse." 2)" The P0lice force has gotten away from
the personal contact thatcomes
with cops walking a beat. This
has happened because of the
rise in crime. Hopefully we
will get back to this with current programslike Communi ty

Police Officer Program and America does not start reriderPolice Community Officer 3) . ing out equal justice, mark my
Commissioner Gates men- words, we will have a race war
tioned that the incident in L.A. in this country in the next 5-10
was an aberration. That is years.
It seems like there are a lot
Bull! He should stop publicly
apol,ogizing as well as defend- of opinions circulating within
ing himself and start dealing . the public, ranging from posiwith the root of this problem, tive to negative. As for myself.
the officers." 4)« The public. it is relatively simple. Wlu1e I
will want the police officers to understand the1ifeofthe.~1ice
hold back when dealing with officer is strenuous and that
perps. In a way I agree that each day could be their last,
sometimes we have crossed the that is no reason for the police
line. We should come back brutality. Everyone oversteps
closer to that line, but not ifit the line in all professions. We
means that we have to stop expect this area for error, with
the thought that this is only
doing our job.
Roberto Ortega is a 40 year momentary and things will
old Panamanian male who change, or this will be a hotter
lives in Queens. Here are his season than usual. .
responses: 1) 'This is nothing
new, it has been, it has been
happening since I was a
youngster. In tile 1950's and
CambriJge.
60's ablackmanhadnochance
when it comes to confronta&catioTUll &rlices
tions with police." 2) "The cops
are' reacting quicker now because so many of the people
out here are strapped. That
causes them to feel even more
threatened." 3) creates should
step down and let things start
over. Ifhe does not and things
do not change be win 'have
another Watts incident on our
Call: (212)8&6-3283
hands." 4) « Minorities do not
mind ifthings are equal. But if
two identical situations arise
and onlyone group is punished,
you 'tend to get sick of it. If
p

{

(

I

Queens. Here are her responses: 1) "Today's police officers, when uniformed, seem
very arrogant and self-righteous. Itis about time that the
cops who have not used their
power correctly, have been
brought out publicly. Jt 2) "I feel
cops get no respect and are
unde~d.,In each department
t~~~ _1.S a f~I:,>_wGat~e lehaduledr
mentality"3) .lur. tess 0
d 1 ,_. to ·th
tte
stay an OOA.ln
e ma r.
All t bose iIn ch arge sh 0 uld be
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OVERSEAS LANGUAGE LEARNING
VACATIONS
Nice & Paris, France - Leysin, Switzerland
Sorrento. Italy -Berlin, Germany
Leningrad & Moscow, USSR - San Jose. Costa Rica

f
I

•
•
•
•
•
•

All live instruction
Free video backup
No strings free repeat guarantee
Free financing plan
Free 8 hour CPE course
Our program is rated superior by our
students who have previously taken
another CPA review course.
• \Ve honor other review course discounts,
awards and scholarships.

JO Day or 2 week vacations during july and
August. Undergraduate credit available.

t

, '\

(

~

June - July
16 Languages - All Levels
Earn One Credit over a weekend or
Three Credits in only two weeks
May -

With Chaykin: CPA Review, you learn.more in
less time. More skills.' More content. More
proven test strategies. Our streamlined lessons
are to the point. Every point you'll-need on the
CPA exam.

f

Ij
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NO~'

FOR FREE BROCHURES.
J-R()()-4-LANGUAGE / (914) 257-3S00

1-800-CHAYKIN
QUEENS at
Queens College
Flushing. NY

FAX (914) 257-3569
LONG ISLAND at
Hofstra University
Hempstead. NY 11550

MANHAITAN at
Norman Thomas
Educational Center
Park Ave.&E 33 rd St.

HOFSTRA.
UNIVERSlTY

A Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, Ltd. Program

'And
. Man-Created Art
Asian Week Centerfold
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Golden Key Opens Up
By Richard D. Roberts
Even though Golden Key began at
Georgia State University 14 years ago
it is relatively new at Baruch College.
Sensing that some people didn't know
abou t the latest uproar. An
investigation was conducted. "What
type of people made up their
membership?
What do they do when we're not
watching." What was uncovered were
Some characteristics that some people
might be interested in knowing.
Teresa Dang is the Treasurer Elect
for the 91/92 academic year, but also
. serves on the calendar committee. She
along with a host of eleven other
commf£teemembers was very
instrumental in their last "Key Points
Speaker"eventheldMarch28.Shewas
asked how the turnout, w~and'sh~
replied, "There were approximately 25
or 30 students that attended. We had
FrancisJ.Connelly,DeanoftheSchool
ofBusiness and PUblic Administration
at Baruch, speaking to interested
students about Alternate Careers in

emphasized interest in becoming -:.
professors
and
university
administrators. Dean Connelly was
great; he spoke to us on a personal
level, butwith sincerity. He answered
our questions afterwards, during the
refreshments,andbelieveme, wehada
lot." Golden Key's fund raising
committee aroused interest in a few
key officers as well as the club advisor.
AlanSzydlowski,Secretaryelectsaid,"
"Last February a Bake Sale was
organized over at the student center."
"The Bake Sale sort ofsurprised us all."
"What do you mean?" I asked. "I mean
that in the developing phases we had
forecasted certain profits, but in
actuality we tripled that amount. We
.,
couldn't believe it. lowe it an to Steve
MembeniofGolden Key.
.Katzs'helpjn working the tablecand for -the remainder of the Spring lwanttogiveWtotheclubwhatever
Kathy McNallys deliciously baked Semester.
It was a valuable I can. .No sooner than I had been
cakes and doughnuts. And maybe that investment." Alan had to go to class, appointed my position did Gisel Bowen
bakery sombrero I was wearing helped but I was able to unveil some other OUT present Vice President of
lure them over also," he laughed. "But, secrets from the Vice President of Programming begin to show me what
for what purpose were funds being Progranlming-Elect, Kathy McNally, her experiences have been over the
raised?'""Oh; We just came backfrom and Dr, ROJi' Aaron, Advisor of The paSt· yearnI fi!el-that with Gisel's help.
our Golden Key NortheasternRegional Golden Key NationalHonorSociety, I ." alultne-enthusiasmofmeand the others
....__.Academe, IbadknowideathatBarudt __ CoRferenc-e, held April 5-7, at Ge~en asited .. Kathyif'"1~mf-wa-s"()rre()1'-tbe-·~\Ve"'r-e-going ~---n-ave·. a pre"tty'--gooo-had·s&.fnany--students-inteJ.ested-in'the . University in ·lttiaca;NewYork;~... --delegates-sent"- fo- -flie - regi'ons]-iipronungyear.-Wegot-Soiiiegreatldeas academics, especially since we'relargely funds went toward sending our conference and she said, "Yes. And it . at the CorneJI Conference.erid we have
a businesscollege," ·Sh~wenton·tosay_delegates to the Conference. Golden --reallymakesme . _ _ .. _.. "already begun to get·them underway,"
that, "Most of the students' that Key's next years officers were appointed feel good that this organization has
When I asked the club advisor, Dr.
attended were curious about pursuing while at Cornell. These officer elects .given me the opportunity to gail) RonAaron,~sociateDea,!forStudent
doctoral degrees, but some' 'even will be trained by our present officers valuable experience while still in school.
Continued on page 17
The ·Best Overall Eastern Regional Rosemarie Arestin, Treasurer and
Chapter and Outstanding Eastern Michael Solomon, President spoke on
Regional Chapter were. awarded to· the topic of Commuter School Chapter
Baruch based on a written chapter plan Management.. As-aresult of the above
and Annual report that stated all activity, Baruch was a very vital and
planned and accomplished goals and visible partofthe conference which in
events. The Award for Outstanding turn assisted in the promotion of
Tradeshow Display was given based onB~ch'snational reputation,
the design and overall effectiveness of
The conference is one of the largest
. thedisplay-showingtheac~ivitiesof activities in which the BCCAMA
the chapter with in the theme of the participates. For the past several
conference which was "Marketing months the Baruch AMA's forty nine
Around the Globe - . You' Can Do It" active members have been working
. DiAnne Rubin, Vice President of feverishly to ready themselves for this
e: Membership designed this year's conference. As well E1s preparing the
~~. BCCAMA tradeshow display. The award winning tradeshow display and
~;j. Hugh G. Wales Faculty Advisor Award.
speeches -. for all of the chapter
~ was given to Professor Dennis Sandler,
management sessions In which they
-0 faculty advisor to the BCCAMA, based
would participate, the Baruch AMA
.
on an essay written by Tim Stark, Editor' hadtolaunchatremendousfund raising
Award-Winning AMA Members.
of the BCCAMA's Newsletter.
campaign. This campaign was designed
Broken into three parts, the to raise funds to subsidize the cost of
conference consisted of management conference attendance. Their fund
sessions, round table discussions, and raising efforts, were manifested in a
a tradeshow display competiticn. The college wide T-shirt sale, a corporate
conference opened with the keynote sponsors.hip, .drive, .and. an appeal to
By Michael SoIC?mon
-speaker AndrewMoony, Vice President .' both the nay Session .Student·
& Michele Lariviere
The BCCAMA, lead by its ten member of Marketing at Nike.
Government· and the Baruch College
March 28 - 31, 1991 - New Orleans, Executive Board, spent the 1990-1991
The succeeding two day.s were sPe.nt .Alumni Assoc:iation~ These co!'p)rate .
Louisiana - The Baruch Collegiate academic year workingon such projects attendingseminarscover1ngallaspeets sponsors included: A. I. Freidman~
Chapter of the American Marketing as a speaker program and educational ofAMA Chapter management, as well Banning Enterprises, the Baruch
Associati on (BCCAMA) sen t 25 . seminars, community service projec~ as personal. and ·career enhancement CollegeBookStore, Trojans, Coplelands
members to the 13th Annual American includingparticipatingin the upcoming sessions~ . The BccAMA presented Fabric Inc.,.·. Footlocker, .ColgateMarketing ASsociation- International WalkAmeriea Sunday for the March.of tlireeel1apteriiianilementsesiiOinSat. P81molive~ABCcaPltarC1tie..
Nielson
Collegiate Conference. The BCCAMA Dimes; and fund raising. events. theeonferenee. MieheleLariviere~Viee Media Reae8~~'andCadillac liar.
received four awards(the mostgiven to Competing against schools with over President~andROnPellizzi.When .veralmemben and the
any school): Best Overall Eastenl tbl'eetimes·the membersbipand with·- Ilbout .ofticmil weJ"e.Mbdforfeedbaekon the
Regional Chapter, Outstanding. budge~ th-at exceed the, .lotted SuecessfUlSpeakerPropama.·'1DDothy· eanCenmee, the PDeral COD88DA8 was
Eastern
Regional
Chapter, BCCAMAbudget by up to 8QOtI" the ,:Dugan, VieePresident of Promotions tbatitwasalotCJCftm,edue.tioDal,and
Outstanding Tradeshow Display, and BCCAMA excelled in every area of, and '1Ula ~e Lego~Vice Presidelit of would DOt have been po8Bib1e without
the Hugh G. Wales Faculty. AdvisOr competition, farsurpusing any': Communications· presented'. 8e88icJn the .pneroeity CJC both iDtema1 'and
Award.
previous New York chapters._
. ,n Communi~\Service Pro,nmls. extemal eources.

And The Winners Are•..
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April 8 -12
By lawrence Chlu
This year's Asian Week celebration was held on April 8-12. Events such as the opening ceremony, arts
and craft workshop, sports competitions, photo exhibit, movies, food fair, and evening show were held
around the campus'. The main event ofthe celebrauon was the evening show on AprU11 in the auditorium
of 17 Lexington Ave. Although the show started a litttelate, it was a great success..
The evening show began with Chinese lion dancers coming down the aislesto the beats of the drum and
gong. The~ancers performed a second· lion dance when they reached the stage. In addition, the show
consisted of Filipino, Taiwanese, Indian, and Vietnamese dances. Chinese acrobats, music, dance and
Japanese Kabuki were also performed. Guest speaker for the night was Wilson Shum, president of the
DSSG. But the special attractions of the evening show were the three-part fashion regatta and Master Lee,
the stand-up comedian. The fashion show displayed international styles, such as Malaysian fashions and
progressive ones. Students and guests were impressed by the model's performances. All the modeling
was done byBaru~rt students. The comedian vias great as he kept the audience continually laughing for
nearly a half hour.
For those students that missed this year's celebration, look out, because we will be back next year!

.'

Vietnam's Ribbon Dance

The extremely lovely Debbie Policarpio modeling a strapless dress
Models for Asian Week Fashion Show

•

Photos by
AlexCao

.:»

Lora & Roland, Princess andPrince(from ASA)

T(JIII Cong.
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vehicles! By flying in a
hovercr-aft, crawling on
ceilingsin a spider vehicle and
stalking robots in an enemy
walker, LGM can cause
serious mayhem. Still, do you
have the skill and tenacity to
comple.te this task?
~

BY
SA L, M-OSCA TO
•

,

• read the instructions first.
Don't overlook Low G's
runningabilityor the walker's
jumping power.
• you have a better chance of
getting power-up icons ifyou
stab enemies without having
frozen them first.
• you can attack the alien in
. the submarine-from the
outside. You will need certain
special weapons, though.
• to survive the fall in sector
5-1, bear all the way to the
right.
• to beat Metorilla in sector 41, wait for it to materialize
above you and stab away.
The
Taxan
USA
Corporation has redeemed
itself. After a series of
medi~re releases like Burai
Fighter, this one is a big, big
hit. We're talking about bosses
that are too big to fit on one
screen, two hidden levels, and
an excellent end-of-game
display. The graphics are
great, the story is exciting,
and the extensive password.
feature will win over most
Video Killers. Low. 'G' Man
receives an A+. Just remember
that "Michelle is a C Bill,"
with no spaces.
.
Not only have The
Simpsons invaded . the
television, recording, and Tshirt industries, they've

OOO.O.CI.~
Beforeanything else, I have adventures, something goes
to thank you all 'for your wrong. A sinister race ofaliens
tremendous response to the has sabotaged the head robocolumn.Lettersfilledwithyour computer and reprogrammed
comments and suggestions are an entire planet ofthese metal
flooding our offices, and so men - for war! As usual, one
there is nothing left to do but lone man is sent on a mission
give you what you want. You to retake the planet from the
want reviews of the newer evil presence. He is The Low
games? The bettergames? The Gravi ty .Man, star of Taxan's
really challenging games? Low G Man.
Well, we got 'em - or at least
Of course, our hero isn't
we have two ofthe best ofthem unarmed. He's principally
for you this edition. Just equipped with an electroremember that the catchword magnetic disruptor pistol
here is challenging. I mean (EMPD) andan armor-piercing
difficult! So if you've got the spear. When fully powered up
guts, read on, Ni~.
ndudes!
with anti-gravity material,
In the distant ture our Low Gravity Man can jump
computer technolo
s will . one and three quarter screens
have advanced such that Earth high. With other booster items
will attempt to colonize the like medicineandEMPD power
galaxy. The CUE (CountrIes of : l'Iicreasers, LGM has a slim
United Earth) has'develc:>ped' 'chance at success. But wait.
robots used.for exploJ'_~~~io~ ~nd.... "He c!in. also capt~t:'een~~x
others for the purpose 'of .weapons like bombs, fireballs,
generating even more robots. boomerangs and wave guns.
But alas, as one would expect Moreirnportantly, however, he
to happen in the realm ofNES can even commandeer enemy

_

SHRMOn The Move

would not have The that the aliens need to power
Simpsons: Bart Vs. The Space their weapon. Don't think for a
minute that this game is ,. all
Mutants. Check it out, dude.
It seems that Bart is the serious and no fun, though; all
only one who knows that aliens your favorite characters are
descending
upon from Krusty the Clown to Mr..
Springfield. That's because he Burns-are around in the five
can see them with his cool x-ray tough levels that range from
specs. The mutants want to take the mall to Homer's job, the
over the bodies of the small power plant.
.
town's people and build a ~
•
the
picture
on the Game Pak's
weapon that'll overpower the
'entIre planet! .So - how can carton' holds the secret to
young Bartholomew stop them? disposing ofthe purpleawning.
Easily! By spraypaintingpublic • the warp zone in level one is '
. and private property, shooting the nursing home (one way) .
offillegal fireworks, and (among and the building next to Moe's
otherways)jumpingon people's Tavern (the other way).
heads, that's how. Bart'll do- • play the games of chance in
what he does best- behave level three to get some extra
COIns.
• there's a payphone next to
Moe's. Hmmmm
think
about it.
Put it all together and
you've got one of the most
entertaining NES releases to
date. Unfortunately, the game
doeshave a hitch; like I've said,
this game is damn tough! While
there are opportunities to
obtain extra lives, the lack ofa
continue or ·password feature
sticks out like Marge's beehive
hairdo. This aside, Acclaim's
Bart V$. The.Space Mutants is
asolidA-.lt'sgotgoodgraphics,
simple play control, and an
Acclaim's new Simpeon. Game. incredible lineup of all your
like a total nuisance - to save favorite Groening characters
- but no RastaBart,mon.
us all.
His work is cut out for him. Sorry, but don't have a cow.
First thing he has to do is enlist You should understand.
Keep your letters coming'
the help of his family. To do
that, he must find proof that in. Drop them offin The Ticker
there'
really
is
an mailboxin the student center
extraterrestrial threat; as we or .send -them c/o Game Pak '
all know, Bart isn't the most Attack to 137 E. 22nd Street,
co~panywe

.

.
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By Helena Marra
then asked to dispose q"f all white and
The Society for Human Resource colored paper in~ specified bins to be
Managemerit's~chCollegechapter, picked up by the custodial staff at the
is the only intercessional organization end of each week. '
which meets the needs ofboth day and
Additionally, in cooperation with
evening, graduate and undergraduate Sigma Alpha Delta,SHRMis currently
students. The 1990-1991 fall and spring recruiting Baruch college's staff and
semester has been filled with various students to participate as walkers and
activities, including events ; meeting marshals in' the March of'Dimes
,guest speakers, shadow day programs Walkathon. Walkers areaskedtocollect
and lecturers." ..
donations from various sponsors based
During the week ofMarch 25, SHRM on the number of kilometers (up to a
and other Baruch clubs participated in maximum of26) walked byeach walker.
support ofa college recycling program. Marshals are required to be stationed
In a seminar on the 27, SHRM invited at specified checkpoints to ensure that
Mr. Ron Sher of the department of walkers have reached their correct
Sanitation. He presented an destinations.
explanation ofhow the program works
Applications for both walkers and
including specific do's and dont's marshal volunteers are available in
regarding recycling of paper.
. the SHRM room 525, in the 26 St.

J
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Red Hot Fashions
All T·.h·.e' ·R·ed· Z·O.ne
M
B Ma·
Sal
Y
88l1DO
erno
It's springagain, and the time for "blow
out" fashions has arrived. The Retail
Trade Society is presenting its second
annual fashion show.
This year the theme is "Fashion
Tales." If you were-at last years show
and found it interesting, the upcoming
show will be even. better.
In this years show, 32 beautiful
Models, mainly Baruch's finest
students, will be taking part. Auditions
were held in November where 150
students tried out. There were 60
finalists, and the best 32 were selected.
The show will also consist of some
professional models as well as models
from other colleges.
President ofthe Retail Trade Society,

-I

dep=~~~:Z:cl:~r:::::o::t~' contributes
~~~~;~be;::::~~~~:::~or:~
to the march ofDimes will

third floor to the twentieth floor of the
26 St. building
Baruch college staff and clubs were

the last show, "Back to Life",ended in
success.
Macias enlisted a regiment of fellow
Retail Trade Society members to help

U

8

span ·1 C Week IsH'ere

o~ani~t~js'show.·DahliaNichol~n,~~ 1.

VIce President, Jeanene .Dunning,
Kenneth Mullaney, Lillian. Arroyo,
Dora Dire, Melanie Vailloo and many
other active members.
The show will consist of over 35
sponsors including Antique Boutique,
French Connection, LeChateau, Canal
Jeans, Unique Clothiers, Tony
Lambert,Palmetto's,Gitanoandmany
more.
"Fashion Tales" will take place on
April 20, 1991 at the RED ZONE, from
6-10. Tickets can be purchased in room
839 of the 26 Stbuilding.

,-B~rn;rd:M;Cias: 'wasted -1ittie~-time'---'2rtn

Executive Officers

Board Of Directors

President - Delandro Wilson
Vice President - Simon Herelle
Treasurer - Nicole Nembhard
Secretary - Jennifer Robinson

Charles Doughlin
Anthony Calderon
Hayden Greene

Upper Council

I

. '

By Kevin M. Crespi
f.~'
Hispanic Week, April 15th· 19th is
an annual spring eventheld by the four
Hispanic clubs of Baruch College;
Puerto' Ricans for Involvement,
Development and Enlightenment, .
Hispanic Society, Latin American
Youth, and Latin American Student
Organization.
The entire week is devoted to
celebrating Hispanic culture. Events
are held throughout the week thattypify
the various aspects of Hispanic

,

Chiton Thornhill
Tanya Layne
Sybil Tabaieau
Christiana Someroille
Rudolph Ballantyne
Judith Dyer
Jose Hernandez
Shirley Pierre
Sabrina Desruisseau
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WORKI~G

Nicola Richards
Luz Rodriguez
Yoon Shin Park
Onika Celestine
Anngale Paul
Kevin Cornea

Sharon White
Geraldine Chacon
Gail Augustus

~

Continue to provide leadership in
confronting tuition hikes and budget
cuts.
• Improve the present situation of
ibrary services, in order to get longer
hours for students.

• Improve services for child-care.

•

-
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• Work closely with AMA and
SHRM, in particular, to encourage
the recycling of paper, etc. among
students.

• Provide improved guidelines for
• Provide more computers for spending of funds by clubs. Allowstudents to prepare resumes (on ing greater flexibility for year end
aser printer) etc., and have longer " spending.
hours to use the computer labs.
• Improve the use of the back-page
~
Give more support to the read- of The Ticker, in an effort to keep stunglwriting and math labs.
dents informed.
• Improve international student' serVices.

• Have the facility to return books
to any CUNY library. .

• Have 24 hour access to the Students
~enter, and find more space for social
. ~etivities; re-examining the use of the
~.1 mnasium for such events.

• Examine the possibtlity of acquiring parking space for Baruch
students.

~

Give more support to services,
~r the differently- able d students.

ciedica~~nofmanyta1ente~individuals.

The Hispanic clubS hoPe to attract the
student body and faculty of Baruch to

PRIDE.

~EL,'--'

U.S.A
THE· CAUSE

The purpose.of' Hispanic Week is to
share with the Baruch coomunity a
taste of Hispanic life. Consideringthe
cultural diversity at Baruch, the
Hispanic clubs feel that it is important
not only to understand and experience
other cultures but for other cultures to
undertand and experience them. ,
The whole concept of Hispanic Week
is made possible by the work and

di!D1('lBlO pEltty:so~oorneparty-·- -'-lie!5tage. _ .·1heY-JtI~I~~e'tn~~ m:uSi~-'-·--~e-i:n'~&-cet~bration-of~eiT pia
preparing for the show. As a matter of and check out the hot fashions on 999 1.
dance, food, and flavor that is part of affair.
fact preparations started as soon as
the history as well as everyday life.
Kevin M. Crespi is the president of

VOTE, .VOTA, . :f!L~

Lower Council

.

,

~

HARDER
FOR YOU

receive a free Baruch College T shirt..

--j,

L\f£ ,tJ

THE CANDIDATES

.

Recycling Baruch

, : infiitr3.tedthe:Ni~t.endO\V()rid"" . ·credililela~."Theri~e nas. -,to - 'Box --442,-N ew-Yot"k;-N-=-Y~';
as well. Fans of Bart and the remove, disguise, or otherwise 10010'.:
gang owe their gratitude to change certain objects (like Next issue: The Punisher and
Acclaim , for without this fine purple things, hats or balloons) Bandit Kings ofAncientChina.

1

'

Golden Key
Opens Up
Continued from page 13

Development and Faculty Advisor to
assess the eagernessofBaruch'sGolden
Key HonorSocietymembers he focused
generally on the Regional Conference.
He said, -nus year we were able to
send six representatives from the
Baruch Chapter to Ithaca for our
Regional .Conference. I was able to
attendmyself, andfoundit to be a great
asset." I asked, -Just what sort ofthings
do they .teach the delegates at these
conferences."; He·said, -SOme of the
workshops focused on the importance
ofStudentIFaculty interaction, as well
as goal setting and motivation. SQrne of
the other things that our officer elects
experienced, which I think were most
beneficial, was the importance of the
celebration of diverse cultures, idea
development, how to overcome some
.t)1)ically slt~!"~4, "problems among
different, ehapters, and student
leadership." awell, doyou tbinkGolden
Key will benefit from ,any of this'r' I
asked. He replied, -On the whole I
think they learned verymw:h and now
i~sjust a matterofourchapt.er reaping

•

the benefits ofwbat bas been invested
iri·tbein. ,WeDave higlfexpeetationsof a pro8per~ .upcQ'YdDg year. The
student ·metDbms~are excited. I am,

• Develop a mascot and motto for
Baruch College.

.; too.' We ba¥e-,alre8dy scb8duIed an
event to:~~ some outstanding
Fres}rinanAcln~ershere at Baruch on
April 25, and 'there .
"' more,"
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Robert
Byrnes
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a special duet thrown in.
Some of the covers Stewart did on
ROD STEWART
Vagabond Heart i nclude The
Vagabond Heart
Stylistics' -You Are Everything," the
Produced by Rod Stewart &
new "Motown Song,'" which features
Bernard Edwards
The Temptations on backing vocals.
Warner Brothers Records
Then there is tl1e Marvin Gaye and
RATING: ***112
Kim Weston's classic "It Takes Two:
which Stewart sings along with Tina
What do you do after you have 16 solo Turner. The power of the song is
albums and over 35 top 40 hi 151 Well, incredible and just imagining Rod
ifyou're Rod Stewartyou release a 17th Stewart and Tina Turner on the same
album. Stewart's latest album stage, you need at least three buckets
Vagabond Heart on Warner Brothers ofice water.
Other covers include Van Morrison's
Records is typical Rod Stewart--"Have I Told You Lately," Robbie
powerful, energetic and full of bits.
Vagabond Heart is Stewart's first Robertson's "Broken Arrow," and Marc
album of new material in over three Jordan and John Capek's "Rhythm Of
years, a huge break when you consider My Heart,"
But, the best part of Vagabond
his prolific musical past. Sixteen
albums in nineteen years, was his Heart, orany other Rod Stewartalbum
releasing pace, not including greatest for thatfact, is the original tracks. And
hits albums, ofwhich he has four _That's believe me, these six have got their
an excellent pace, when you consider hiking boots on, getting ready to climb
the rate at which pop bands of today that Billboard chart.
Three ofthe most impressive original
release albums. Michael Jackson
releases an album somethinglike every tracks are "Rebel Heart," which may
six years, and Bruce Springsteenhasn't well be the second single offthe album.
The song is filled with Stewart's classic
released an album in over four years.
Back to Rod Stewart, Vag'abond humor as he sings:
"I'd lick out with my own
Heart has 12 glistening tracks, six of
which were co-written by Stewart. It's tongue, a Calcutta Gutter, baby
and I'd walk down Fifth
less than the usual amount Stewart
writes on his solo albums. In the past Avenue, entirely naked
I promise I won't drink, swear,
Stewart has been known to include
covers on his albums, but they were toomanize
. I'd go to church every Sunday
usually three or four on an album of 12
just for one night with you."
tracks. This time though, the covers
"No Holding Back," and "Moment Of
actually challenge the originals and
Glory,"
about a broken marriage after
make for a wonderful combination, with

IVANLINS
AwaYio
Produced by Stewart Levine
& Larry Williams
Reprise Records
RATING: ***
By Kathryn Garcia

I
f

,t

For its fascinating Brazillian music
set in a pop eontext alone, I recommend
this album; the only drawback is that
Lins sings in Portuguese.
The rhythms and feelings in this
album are very Brazillian , and he
decided to sing in Portuguese to
maintain the purity ofthe music which
reflects Brazillian music in a pop
context. ThetitleofthealbumAwa Yio
is an African expression which means
"We Go," symbolic since the album is
composed of songs that ask about the
future of Brazil and of the world.
Ivan Lins bas combined the folkloric
music ofBI'8Zl1 with very contemporary

~"

Rock Music Recording Legend, Rod Stewart.

the husband's night ofpromiscuity, and
Stewart sings:
"The cold war beginsShe's taken offher rj.ng
Close friends take sides while
the waters lay still:•
In comparison with some ofhis other
work, it falls just short of the same
power resonated by his earlier stuff,
but the again a slight drop for Rod
Stewartis a problem thathalfthe bands
today wish they had..
The album itself was just released at

number 61 on the Billboard chart after
one week. The first single off the album
"Rhythm OfMy Heart," is now number.
14 on the rock charts and number 23 on
the pop chart, up three from last week.
Not picking up Vagabond Heart
would be a mistake, and the only reason
for passing it on the rack is to buy some
of his earlier works. But in the
meantime, look for a lot of air play on
MTV because America is infatuated
with the guy who doesn't need any
luck__

-

music styles. It can be compared to the
album Brazil by the Manhattan
Transfer for which Lins offered some
material.
In the past Lins has worked with pop
legend Quincy Jones on various
occasions. Jones has used several of
Lins' compositions for other artists as
well as himself, such as the track
"Setembro'" off"of his grammy award
winning album Back On The Block.
In Awa Yio, Ivan Lins is both vocalist
and songwriter. The eleven songs that
comprise the album are a result of
fifteen years of learning and working
with the folkloric music of Brazil, and
all eleven songs represent music styles
from nearly every region of Brazil.
The meaning ofthe songsand Brazil's
tnie musical treasures involved is the
worth the price of the album alone.
And, even ifyou can't understand what
Ivan Lins is singing about you can read
along the translation included with the
album.

THELA's

Theu'.

Baruch College Street Fair
Thursday, May 2, 1991
.
12:00 - 4:00 PM
22nd Street between Lex and Third.

Produced by Steve Lillywhite
Polygram Records
RATING:··..
By Joe Kelly

New Recording ~ ~ Lo~..

and detached with songs designed to
openingchorcion'Teeling"iepure-nay -wash over you." The La'. bouncy
Tripper') and bb"-the Fab F'oar-they arnmgementll are eatehy toe-tappers.
Where banda like Material Issue
Two years ago I was driving in my car keep their songs short and sweet.
-Siia-lieii'Cla-songcalled -mere She- --- IftbeLa~sbavessmetliinj'tbatwor1af
struggle, The La'. succeed without
Goes," an innocent and endearing.pop· perfeet1y as a two minute mn& they brealring a ..... - pure pop eomes
song as I remember. I wrote the song have the good. senee to stop playing, naturally to them.
offfoi-Iost, another obscure single by a rather than stretch things out just to
There im~a ben ofa lotelse I ean say
m~ry band whose name I couldn't
break the three minute barrier. about The La'a debut, except that
catch.
Consequentlytbisisashcnalbum-12 perhapsitstbebestBritishIndiealbum
~
Last week I got a happy surprise as tracks in just over 30 minutes.
this year~ sure not every track ia a
~ theeditorhandedme-.ntereSheGoes,Thoughtheystiektoatl'8ditionalpop classic, notably the lame ballad
i. and eleven other catchy tunes on the fonnat, they'ree~bi~as~~. ~D& Glasa" tha~ wraps up the
& La's Polygram debut.
innovative 88 their ~porarieson albUm, bUt.the 15 minutes or pure joy

Student ActMtles Center

belies a heavy Bead.. influence (the

....

t

Latin Music Sto.r lva.n. Lins.

Pop with an edge, ballsy pop, that's
how I hearit. The La's bouncyfolk-rock

the British Indie Scene~ where Ri~
Lush and KODremain impressionistic

th'ey do hand us ia more than
cor;npensation.
.
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Record Reviews
BILLY JOE WALKER JR.
The Walk
Geffen Records
Produced by Billy Joe
Walker Jr.
'RATING: ** l.f2
By Joe Kelly

-

~_--:-----:-

"...But there's one thing we
all agree on at the office, at
that's Lite-Music!"
Ever seen thatad? Twopastfaced individuals promote an
FM station devoted to 'lite'
music, I.e. music that is
somehowless than 'real' music.
When
I
think
'adul t
contemporary' I think easy
listening, music to relax to,
music that's unthreatening
and unchallenging - elevator

music. Sure, this doesn't match
the textbook definition of AC
music. Sure, I probably don't
listen to enough lite music to
have an informed opinion. But
one thing's for certain - Billy
Joe Walker Jr's new album,
The Walk will be in the
background of every dentist's
office from here to L.A
Walker's bio says that he
spen t several years doing
session work, in particular
playing music for television
shows. Perhaps he hired a few
old TV friends to help out on
The Walk. Thatwouldatleast
explain why Walker's crisp
acoustic playing is marred by
"Miami Vice" synth-drumsand
bland backing work.
The Walk seems wri tten to

-:----:~

My
Cqnvertible
Down
Highway 101." Walkercreates
a soundtrack for ",simple
experience.s
he
finds
significant. Butseperatedfrom
his very personal, very visual
experiences. The Walk
becomes the soundtrack for a
film that doesn't exist, fora TV
show that never was. On it's
own the album falls flat. Sure
we can still take our shoes off,
lie back and daydream to the
music, but The Walk isn't a
drug to relax us and make us
placid. To use it as _such
cheapens Walker's efforts as a
musician.
O.k., so I didn't like the
album, but I do like Walker.
It's just his approach I find
annoying - the canned
saxophone solos and ocean
noises just distract us from
some fine guitar playing.

accompany those skyline shots
after the five o'eloek news (ahh
-role those credits). The album
glides along for 45 minutes,
airy and superficial.
This is not to say that Walker
is not an accomplrshe d
musician. He's an exciting,
fluid acoustic guitarist, as good
as, say, Acoustic Alchemy or
William Ackerman. Walker is
best when he plays alone or
with minimal backing help.
The peppy "Street Dancing"
and "Breezes," the solo track
that wraps up the album are
wonderful. Walker's playing
is consistently tasteful and
surprismg.
The Walk fails because it's
essentially 'image-oriented'
music. Walker describes his
songs as monuments in timeone is about "Watching Birds
Soar," another about "Driving
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_
marked their shows. The
Miami concert in particular
was outstandingly portrayed
by Oliver Stone. Other cool
parts ·incl uded the "duck
- 1011ing''scene where Meg Ryan
(who played Pam Courson)
attacks Jim with a knife and
the appearance on the Ed
Sullivan Show.
Some criticisms are the
"hands off" approach to Pam
Courson. Even some of the
guys in the band said the
character had little if any in
common with the real Pamela.
Also, I feel Stone overdid his
portrayal of Jim as a sort of
mystic, especially early on in
the movie. However, Stone did
a great job of showing
Morrison's virtual addiction to
alcohol withoutshovingit down
the audience's throat. Stone's
subtlety in having Morrison
column and I feel like it.
constantly nursinga bottle was
Overall, the movie was pretty accurate and well done. And,
damn good. It may not be a ofcourse, the music was great.
totally truthful accountand the
Other things going on for
those ofyou who
like your music a
little harder,
Meg a d e t h ,
Anthrax and
Slayer will team
up on a summer
tour
called
"Clash Of The

MICHELLE MALONE
AND DRAG THE RIVER
. Building Fires Over
Atlanta
PrOduced by Tony Paris
Arista Records
RATING: **-112
By Lenny Vigliotti

Lately, he's everywhere you
look. He's on the cover of
Rolling Stone, Esquire and
countless other magazines. His
former bandmate
just wrote another
book about him, and
if we're not careful
we may even end up
seeing Kitty Kelley
jump
on
the
bandwagon with a
version of her own
"unauthorized" bio.
Titans~"withthe
And, just who are
opening act (still
we talkingabout? If
unconfirmed,
you still don't know
but you heard it
here's one final hint.
here first) Alice
He is, or should I
In Chains.
say his character, is
Guns-N-Roses
the starofthe new OliverStone beginning was quite slow, but will release 2 CD's in late April
film, "The Doors."
Jim other than that, it was one of titled "Use Your TIlusion I" and
Morrison - ah, the very name the better rock based movies "Use Your Illusion II." Total of
inspires awe.
I'v~ seen.
36 long awaited new Guns-NAlthough I've been a Doors
Among the many high points Roses songs; and a tour with
fan, ever since my older sister, were the live scenes, especially Skid Row to follow. Metallica
.who.had.hez, "rm inJQv.e....with.. _. tb.~LNew ..lIav~J~D..d_-Miami _ sad Aemlpjaith wilh:elease Dew
Jim Morrison" phase in her cODCe~,-- both ~f -whic-h- 1l1bums in -lat.e---spring early' '--Mf.!iIMm!
juniorhigh school years, turned featured Val Kilmer (as Mr. summer. And, Jane'sAddiction
me on to them when I was in Mojo Risin) getting busted. will be at Madison Square
the 6th grade or so, I'thought Even sittingin a movie theater Garden on April 24.
I'd 'offer my opinion of the you could feel the excitement,
movie. After all this is my anarchy and chaos that surely
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STANl.EY H. KAPlAN

Take Kaplan OrTakeYourGlances

Call Now!
(212) 977-8200
. (You may enroll with VIsa/Mastercard)

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.
,
Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
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JACK FROST
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510
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Jack Frost Arista Records .
RATING: ***
By Joe Kelly
Jack Frost's eponymously
titleddebut makes an unusual
marriage of folk and Gothic
rock. Co-collaborators Steve
Kilbey, formerlyofTheChurch,
one of the eighties most
infl uential gloom and doom
bands, and Grant McLennan,
ex-Go Between's front man,
split songwriting duties (side
A is the McLennan side and
side B the Kilbey side)on Jack
Frost.
The album is
schizophrenic and uneven, but
that's part of the charm.
McLennan~sside is by far the
better of the two. His songs
take several interesting
approaches. There~s a Reed!
Cale style monologue set to
music: ("Trapeze Boy"), and all
sorts of tasteful effects and
unusual sounds.
. CIJlrovidence' is a good
example mthe duo's careful
studio work, ~metieulOus
overdulQ.nr. MG!lttl*ksbuild
upon a simple, repetitive,
almosthypll()ticacousticguitar
line oyer WbidlJ1eavyeleetries
and ~Z6I. fade-in and
out. 'D1& end. result is pretty
captivatiug.

1 - "Losing My Religion" • R.E.M.
2 - "Silent Lucidity" • Queensryche

3 - "Laying Down The Law" • The Law
4 - "Highwire" • The Rolling Stones
5 - "IfYou Don't Start Drinkin" • George
Thorogood
6 • "She Goes Down" • Billy Squier
7 • "The Soul Cages" • Sting
8 - "Call It Rock N' Roll" • Great White
9 • "She Talks To Angels" • The Black
Crowes
10 • "Heartbreak: Station" • Cinderella
•.

Lyricany~

Jack Frost~s
subjectmatterranges from the
societal- the creepy~ driving
almostdanceable ~velYHour
God Sends," which addresses
Iraq~s invasion of Kuwait - to
thesurreal-airdwmlian"about
a widow who literally turns
her many lovers into birds.
Unfortunately~ Jack Frost
takes anoeective musicallyand
lyrieally ~ we flip to side two.
Kilbey's songs are more
synthesized and atmospheric~
and thougli his singing is
excellent (Lloyd
Cole;
appe81ing With an edge), his
lyrics are erap, full of

,/

predictable, cheap rhymes.
Musically, Kilbey simply
doesn't take the risks
McLennan does '1lJld there are
few surprises to ~ found on
side two. -ntr8shold," for
example is a complete
throwaway~adead-boringclub

trifle so bland it could have
comeoffthe lastPet Shop Boys

album.
Luckily for the both of them,
McLennan's c:ontributions are
good eDGUgh to justify picking -.
up the album. In fact; it's one ,.....
ofthebestalbumsl'vereviewed
this year, just as )~ as you

don't flip it over.
-
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for 1991 Baruch student elections to be held
Tuesday, April 30 through ThUrsday, May 2nd
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9:30AM -5:00 . PM. (9 workers needed)
Hiring evening or graduate students only
Pay Rate: . $8:00 per hour

LSAT GMAT . GRE
MCAT CPA
o

.

~

*Workers cannot be affiliated in .anywaywith
.student government, past or present

MENTION THIS AD AND GET

$100 OFF

Contact
SPERGEL,
447-3131 or stop by
room 527,. 26th street building
after 3:00PM daily
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BOO-777-EXAM
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WOMEN'S SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Individuals, teams and coaches. Weekends
May -September. Steal/~o steal Divisions.
Manhatten/Queens 1-212-759-4189

. Call Personnel Collect at (516) 883-5432 (or send the form below).

--------------------~--------MAIL

TO:~

PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE, PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
BOX 803, PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
PLEASE SEND APPLICATION TO:
@)
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NAME

_

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
AOORESS
-'--_
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/year round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION.
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus FREE travel. ~--------------_
........
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific,
Mexico. CALL NOW! Call refundable.
1-206-736-7000, Ext. 600N2
SPEND SPRING BREAK
IN"THE SUN - ON US!!!
Promote our Spring Brea~ trip on your campus.
Free trips PI,-,s commission.
Call for information 1-800-423-5264.
,.

.... ACADEMIC WORRIES?
Order "Studelit's Guide to Better Grade" send
$3.00 (plus $1.00 shpg "& hdlg) to:
. Pyramid Publications, Dept. E,__
.
PO Box
. 3332 .
. New York, NY 10008
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$1,000 per 108 hours of tutoring .and the office training is
valued' at $3000.' greatly in-'
creasing the worth of the corporate and private donor incommunity outreachagencies, But now, it's less' than 15 per- vestment. The graduates with
is diverse.: Van Duyne main-. cent.": She continues.-More theirentry-level skiHswiHeach
tains it isn't unusual for an and more jobs that used to be earn $17,000 to $20,000 the
Agency
American auto worker to tutor manual require people to work first year and willpay $3,000
a lawyer from Lagos. -what's with very complicated equip- in taxes and social security. In
important," she adds,"is people mente And our population is two years their taxes will more
Van Duyne refers to racism, start out as equals."
not growing as rapidly. The than cover the costs oftrSining
had just begun.
One admirer wrote: "I can- major growth is going to be the newcOmer. And, says proEight years later, One With notimagine a Warmerwelcome coming from Immigrants." gram coordinator Harriet
One today has an annual bud- to America than the one your .Stein makes the conclusion Goldstein, "This prototype
getof$250,000,ofwhichafifth tutors and mentors give our uncomfortable and obvious. could be replicated throughout
is raised by volunteer efforts, nation's newcomers. George "Many of them [immigrants] the U.S."
and the remainder through and I both believe so strongly .are coming from countries
Entering the job market is
corporate, privateand govern- in· the power of peraonal re1a~ where the general literacy and especially difficult for women
mentgrants. And Van Duyne's tionshipstohelp people build education level is lower than overfifty. Beba Kadlubik was
~bas·pairedmoretban. better lives, and you present in the U.S.. It's along term fifty-tbi'ee. and spoke almost.
1,600 newcomers and Ameri- such wonderful examples of investment that we're making no English when she. started
cans in partnerships. "Our this powerin action." The letter for the future. But if weclon't the program last October. She
purpose is to facilitate civic was from Barbara Bush.
make that investment, we're couldn't tell 'One With. One staff
participation and integration
But despite her success, Van going to be in trouble."
she was once a cost estimator
by using the medium of part-Duyne did not feel she was
A second program, entitled for the costly Trans-Siberian
nership. Each partner estab- doing enough. "To teach Entrance: Office Work, began pipeline; she didn't have the
lishes for the newcomer a. someone English and how to in January of this year. vocabulary to report the acPeaceful center of self-esteem get by in America is one thing, Twenty-nine students are be- complishments of her past.
in his, or hernew world." "Arid but it's another to help them ingtrainedinthecoursewhich Five months later having been
this: she adds "is one of the . becomeanactiveemployeeand is seeking validation as a na- immersed for five hours a day
keys to world peace."
citizen,P she said. In 1989, the .tional 'prototyPe through the in the English office work
But even Van Duyne, who first same year Van Duyne was National Diffusion Network course, she could finally deformed experimental partner- honored with a reception at and has been invited by Bun- scribe her capabilities with
ships between newcomers and . the White House,- One With ker Hill Community College careful-enthusiasm, punctuather son, Ed, did not foresee a One inaugurated two V0C8- andAquinasJuniorCollegeto ing eachsentence with a smile.
side effect, thefruit.of'manyof tional English as a second apply for accreditation; this Throughout, Kadlubik practhe partnerships. Even the' language (ESL) I occupational . would provide college credits ticed typing each eveningafter
language barrier proves no skillstrainingprograms. Made towardS an Associates Degree her ESL class. Upon learning
barrier to the formation of a possible by a grant from the to interested students. The aboutAmericanbusinessdress
newcomer's first American Women's Educational Equity program has four components. codes, she and her husband
friendship. And this 'is the . Act; the seven month courses
Initially, Participants attend a temporarily cleaned apartsource of satisfaction for Van prepared womenfor entry-level five day, 25 hour a week ments, until she had enough
Duyne and the volunteers.
positionsin the office work and training course, taking ESL moneytosupplement her new
The American partner, who childcare fields at their new classes related to the office professionalism with a few
is screened by One With Orie offices In the Brighton Marine environment, typing, word "corporate-looking" outfits
staff, agrees to spend three. Public Health Center. The processinganddata-entry. The purchasedon sale. Kadlubik
hours each week for six months programs combined trainingin second phase is the nine practiced business .conversawith their partner. In addition , a simulated workplace. "It's a months of interaction with a tionone evening per week at
to attending four evaluation
cultural way in which Ameri- volunteer tutor. Third, upon the offices of John Hancock,
sessions, there is a 19-hour cans live and wo~k th~t we-'re", ~ com?1eting.the~ning~urse,
where her ~eiicanpartner,
training course for which the simulating here «underatand- the students are placedin one' Melissa Simoii/worked~ The

One With Heart And Mind

How a Non-Profit Boston
Prepares Massachusetts' Future Workforce
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By Eric Loyola
Jim Williams had waited a
long time to finally get his
McDonald's franchise. And
now he had to staff it to represent the mostly Asian population ofthe neighborhood. He
w~ referred to a local agency,
wbicha friend said was
"uniquely qUalified" to meet
his or any other employer's
needs.
"No!" said Margaret Van
Duyne, "Not immigrants,
newcomers!" "Oh." said the
would-be volunteersheepishly.
Semantics are important to
avoidstigmaandtoVanDuyne
- founder and director of a
private, non-profit organization pairing American volunteers with refugees and immigrants to learn English and
the rudiments of life in the
states, within the microcosm
ofBoston, Massachusetts. The
personalized nature of the tutorial service, the one on one
interaction, is what gave the
agencyitsname. "People talk
about brotherhood, but they
don't know how to bring it
about. This is how relationships begin - One With one."
Williams, says, "It's worked out
better than I expected. My
turnover is down and a couple
of them, all of Asian background, are now training to be
managers."
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practical English vocabulary course, which is in truth de- teacher. She tea-ches classes pany, such as Lotus Corpora- and other mains~ysof the
and the basics: making out signed to encourage self-ex- in how to fill out job applica- tion, John Hancock, or the typical office, after hours.
checks, paying bills, and sue- amination on the par~ of pro- tions, how to sort files alpha- Governor's office. Theprogram
For her internship, Kadlubik
cessfuI use of public phones gram applicants. Any preju- betically and how to compose is sufficiently sophisticated to was placed in the-Governor's
and transportation, among dices must be brought to light letters. In class she emphasizes gobeyondtheconcreteskillsof Correspondence Office at the
other diurnal drudgery which beforehandand the prospective punctuality, honesty and Its typing arid software: the new- State House, where she logged
makes the Western World go tutors must learn of future . neglectedkin, the much needed comers learn about the human in mail, typed, and sent out
'round. America's usual "open- hindrances to the relationship. ethics in business. An intern- relations expectations of the standard letters, using a comdoor'ipolicy has since the early One With One has no standard ship follows the training. Hu- contemporary workforce -such puter. After her internship,
1900's encouraged the flow of written curriculum, since Van man Resource Manager ofFi- as teamwork. Finally, follow- Kadlubikreturned toOne With
immigration to the states, but Duyne doesn't want to rigidly delity Investment Corp. who ing completion of the Intern- •One for permanent placement,
the years have done little to structure the partnerships. hired three graduates of the ship, students return. to One which referred her to the perlessen the shock of transition "Volunteers want techniques office training program said, Wi.th One for a month. The sonnel
department
of
totheArnericanlifestyle. Van and data but we say no. They "We were immediately im- staffassiststhemincomplet- Shawmut Bank. IfnotforOne
Duyne's sympathy for the go in withoutalotofinfonna- pressed by the professionalism ing their resumes, searching WithOneandherpartnerand
newcomers goes back to when tion about the ~rson or the and the level of skill they pos- forjobopenings.endin making friend, Simon, instead of
her grandmother shared the culture so that they find out sessed." "Perhaps more im- appointments for eight job in- making $8.49/ hour as a datasecret of her unrealized sue- what they don't know." she portant," he continued, "was terviews. Van Duyne says, entryclerkatShawmut- seven
cess. A Romanian who left says. At the end of their their dedication to their con- "Newcomer applicants start months after entry into the
home alone atthe age ofeight, training the volunteers are tinuing development."
their job-hunting with one program - Kadlubik might
Van Duyne's grandmother introduced and matched to
. And relying on demogra- strike against them because have otherwise become despent one day in grammar newcomers, with whom they phers' projections, it seems the interviewerthinka.Tlh-oh, pendent on a government proschool, left and refused to go' share interests and proximity. American business has good I'm going to have to cope with gram like welfare, or. liable to
back. The taunts of her class- Van Duyne allows the part- reason to partake otVan this person's differences.' So become a public charge.
mates, who didn't know she nerships to set the teaching Duyne's ambitions for her the applicant has-to convey the
Van Duyne is quick to add
wasn't retarded - just not an and learning goals for the newcomers. ~e expect the sense that she'll bring more riot all partnerships work out
American who could speak no three-hour sessions. Whatever labor force to grow by 19 mil- value than she will cost."
- as nicely as Kadlubik's. Many
English - made her choose il- causes a newcomer the most lion people between now and
. As .a radio blasted "Pomp newcomers work two jobs to
literacy over the pain of hu- anxiety is addressed first: an the year 2000," says Howard and Circumstance" the wou.ld-· supportfamilieaand don't have
miliation. Van Duyne has been exam for the high school Fullerton, a demographic be office workers graduated the time, nor the energy torean elementary school teacher, equivalencydiploma,orsimply statistician with the Bureau - amidst xed; white and blue main committed to the relalibrarian, .curriculum devel-' making heads or tails ofa COn of Labor-Statistics. And, heballoOris.··01lt of 24 graduates tionship. Van Duyne says,
oper and a communications .Edison bill. Van Duyne claims adds; immigrants will.become of the~;program assessed as "Sometimes they feel that the
consultant. And the last led that too many' rules become.one of the primary sources of emplojable,19 are working in partnership is pullingthem too
her to create video documen- counter-productive.· "Func- growth in the labor force, offiee situations paying from far from the safety of family
taries about ethnic, traditions tional literacy - the ability to Sondra Stein, director of the $7.00 to $10.00 an hour. Van and cultural traditions." But
and subsequently "Room for beeffectiveinaction-isoneof Massachusetts-wide Com- Duyne's analysis notes the in some eases, it is' the·
All", an award-winning film the prime goals," she says. It's monwealth Literacy Cam- number of new arrivals and AmeriCan partner who doesn't
about the trials andtribula- not unheard of that a tutor paign, cites the current situa- their needs for literacy and have the "love and interest to
tions oftworefugees. She then..should accompany-their..p art- ~-tion,-where-there.isa demand __cultJ:amlJ)ri~n.tatioaare~akr __$UBJain.-tb~_J"~lationshi~p,.sh=e__ _.. ~._~. _._
got a grant and started One ner to a rent-board hearing, or for better-educated workers to than current community bod- says. But most American
With One, like many an en- help them out in scraps with fill entry-level jobs, a "serious' gets, under recession eon- partners who receive letters
trepreneur, in thebasementof Boston police. Although up- .mismatch."·Stein presents 80- strain~canhandle~.One With from One With One, informing
her home in Sudbury. Massa- Per-middle dass whi~sforma . beringfigores: "In 1964, 35 Onereduees thenbrmal coetof them tX the end, of their 108
~ chusetts. . Her one-woman good part of the body oftutors, percent of the jobs in Massa- skills training with volunteer hour COD tracts wi ththeir
b&ttle against illiteracy, dis-participants' hac~ of chusetts were held by people tutors. The tuU!ringreceived partnen,usuallydoonetbing:
placement, and ·discl~on"as which most are ~ referred by . without high school diplomas. in thapiartnersh1p~.ftlued at . they tbrowout the letters.'
-
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Baseball Team·
Wins
Its
First.
.After 9 Losses

--- -- . --- .J- .'

COME HELP US CELEBRATE
CARIBBEAN WEEK
APRIL 22-26, 1991
MONDAY ... ACTIVITY: SOCIAL EVENT
(4/22)
PLACE: Student Center Rm. 407
TIME: 5 pm - 10 pm

\

ACTIVITY: PLAY
PLACE: TBA
TIME: TEA

Tennis Team Fights Itself
And the Weather on its
Way to an 0-2 Start

"·.. . p-~a-s-·on-tTie·serniro"TeveT-~"-"""Sneelia:n~is",'e""-""'imressea--'-i'khey wanted-the--sky~"1:t'Y '
y ,
. . . p .... . . .. " . ....
.- ~. TY. .. . P '.: -' ... too" "llth · . ·ldh-· . todo:"
The first game was a sad 11-0
loss. The second game Was lost
by a score of 4-3. "The game
was decided in the bottom of
the fifth on a bad call by the
home plate umpire," says
Sheehan.

THURSDAY ... ACTIVITY:FOOD FESTIVAL
PLACE: l~LLEY LOUNGE (Student Center)
TIME: 12:30 - 2:40
ACTIVITY: SPEAKER-Professor Charles
PLACE: NALLIN HALL (12th Fl. .J 7 Lex.)
TIME: 1:00 - 3:00

WIth hIS pitching, The team
needs to start hi ttingor they
better remember this win because it might be their last.
Grossman says, " I'm working
very hard and so are the others.
The work will pay off soon."

are

.
."".

FRIDAY ... ACTIVITY: CULTURAL NIGHT
(4/26)
PLACE: WASHINGTON IRVING R.S.

I"f---, _ ... -

.
. ay au eywou
ave
.0
IS schedule the Baruch tenms
team for a match.
The statesmen .had two
match~s and four ram outs so
far this seaso? Sophomore
coach Dr. DaVId Cheng says,
"earlier in.the season we should
Upcoming Gaines:
play indoors." In March and
,
3 30 April it is usually too cold or
April18 Away
Lehman
:
raining to play outdoors. Dr.
20 Home
John Jay
.12:00 Cheng continues) "~th the .
21 Home
CCNY'
1~:OO
budget that there is, the school
,
. .
can't afford to always have in- ,
Home games
played at Gil Hodges field in- door matches."
.Baruch's two matches, of
. .
R I h th 7th
Broo klyn. F.or diirecnons
see a p on . e '. !!hi~~_Jhey_l<?~~}-?()!h~__~~r~ __
played against the College of
~---------_
Staten Island on March 20 and' Coach: Cheng (R) with 3 of his players.
Pratt Institute on April 8 Dr.
GPengsays that the, "kids are two losses. Due .to otherre- - .w.ant .some more dedication
trying7' but they played only , sponsibilitiesYedid will only from the players. .
mediocre.
'playintheCUNYmatches."If
Dr. ChengwhoisalsoapsyAgainst CSI, Baruch only our number one player doesn't chologist says that, ~use
won two of the nine matches. show up then all ofthe players tennis is an. individual sport
One singles and one doubles. have to move up one spot,-,adds rather than a team sport Iike
The lone singles winner was Dr. Cheng. The coach does baseball or basketball, the
Parshad Parekh and the understandthatstudentshave. players learn to concentrate
:'doubles victory was gotten by .: a responsibility to the' books and focus on their goals and
, the Captain Mark Espirituand ."' andthatmost~udent-athletes
that can help you with your
,.'. Viricent Lapoutre . tandem. alsohave to work. But, he does academic goals as well,"
i, 'lWekhsa;ys he, Cyaluesa team
: .vi.ctoryoverindividual victory."', '..Parekh,is, one of six new play- .
ers, Joseph ShianandVincent
';:" I.potatle are the top two new .
Is . . '
.

137 E.22 St.
TIME: 12:30 pm - 2:40 pm

I&.,J

40 Irving Place (bet. E.16th & 17th)
-TIME: 6 pm - 11 pm
DQNATIONS: $1.00
COURTESY OF: CARIBBEAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
WEST INDIAN CULTURAL CLUB
TABLE TENNIS CLUB
HAITIAN CULTURAL CLUB
INDIAN INTERNATIONAL CLUB
PHI BETA
. SIGMA
CLUB CARICOM
DSSG

.

_." p

.:......

~.yers.:,

.

Only two matches were won
"~ '.-mat Pratt as well. The in.: :. diVidual winnerswereEspiri~
. :'and Sbian-. Sbian seeded sec- .
::: -oDcI, played with a east on his
'.- 'op}1osite:hand.
.>. " Dr. Cheng blames the ab.,;-,:~senee, oflast.·years CUNY
'-[ ehalDpion Hapi Yedit:i for the

LOCATION AND.TIME ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE, PLEASE REFER TO POSTERS AND INI:ORMATION
IN RM 407 (STUDENT CENTER) FOR CHANGES IN PROGRAM.
FASHIONS PROVIDED BY: THE ANTIQUE BOUTIQUE
JURJIS JARVIS
NIGERIAN FA'BRIC & FASHIONS

.

.

WEDNESDAY ... ACTIVITY: LIP SYNC & COMEDY SHOW
, .. (4/24)
. PLACE.: OAK LOUNGE (Student Center)

.

In Florida, Washington
Zurita kept up his defensive
outstandingballgames~nst. show.
He had two diving
top teams and fall just short? If catches in Florida, one in deep
you ask Captain Eric centerfield, and one in the left
Grossman he'll 'tell you that field power alley. .
it's depressing. On March 31
Of Zurita's defense
the Baruch baseball team Grossman simply calls it,
headed south without a win. "amazing."
They came back the same but
After Florida, Baruch came
they came back different.
home to play Western ConThe statesmenlost six games, necticut. The Statesman lost
butfour ofthem were real close. again by a score of 9-4. The
They started with two losses score was 6-4 in the top of the
against Boca Raton (4-1, 11-0). ninth.
That's an improvement beOn April 9th it happened.
cause .last year they lost two Baruch brokeoutofits Seasongames by about twenty runs long losing streak. The win .
each.
came against Stevens Tech.
The team then lost to Spring Baruch jumped out to an 8-0
Arbour from Michigan by leadaftertwoinnings. Stevens
.
scores of 3-0, and 4-1. . Coach Tech came back to tie the game
Dan Sheehan says that, "the in theninthat9. Baruchscored
pitching and defense was ex- . 4 runs in the 10th to take the
. cellent." He continues to say lead for good. Grossman says,
that, "that team is probably "the game shouldn't have been
the best division II team that so close.'" He continues to say
.
.
.
there is."
that "the win wasn't all that - By DaVId A. Anur
The next game was against imp;essive" but the team Will ,~en the I~dians ~anted it
a team from Holland. The team . keep it.
tonu~ they did the ram dance.
By David A. Amir
How does it feel to be playing

the, 17 'Lexington Ave. building.

PLACE:> Faculty Lounge
155E.24 St. Rm.522
TIME: 6 pm - 10 pm

.-

Mon., 2-:45 - 5:00, p.m . Thurs..10:00 - 5:00 p.m.
6:00 -9:00 p.m.
Tues. 1,2:15 -5:0,0 p.m .
9:00 -10:45 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00. p.m. Fri.
12:15 -' 5:00 p.m.
1:15 - 5:00 p.m.
. Wed.

The Fitness Center is located on the 11 th floor of

TUESDAY ... ACTIVITY: GUEST SPEAKERS
(4/23)
Featuring: Adelaide Sanford, Professor Howard

(4/25)

Fitness Center Hours

:..-

.
.
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.
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Upcoming Matches:

April 17· Home
22 Home
27 Home
May 1 Away.

.Lehman
·CCNY
York

3:30
3:30
,12:00 '.
3:30

John Jay
, Home games are played at
National Tennis Center in Queens.
-,1
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April 17, 1991" • Ticker • 28

DSSG Presidential Debate
Sponsored by
.

The Ticker and WBMB
Complete debate transcript begins on Page 4

Delandro Wilson, United Students for Action candidate.

Anthony Mirabile, independent candidate addressing Moderator, Toni Colavito.
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